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END OF FIRST QUARTER 

FILE IN DEVELOPMENT  
 
 
( 1) 
 

naspai 

 

class L 
10/12 

 ?en-ta-supai 
 “greetings” (Greetings to y’all” (informal) (male to male)) 
 Tone of  “na” not transcribed; gender and age of addressee and speaker matter for greetings 
 
( 2) 
 

pa class L 
10/12 

  
 [reply to ( 1)] (male reply) 
 
( 3) 
 

nakwa class L 
10/12 

 en-ta 
 “greetings!” (formal) 
 male to female/ male to older male(formal) 

 
( 4) 
 

ik class L 
10/12 

 [reply to ( 3)] 
 
( 5) 
 

spai o class L 
10/12 

  
 “hallo boy!” 
 The form o already appeared during the first elicitation in class, in the Maasai for “hallo boy!”. 

Notice that o is not the root for “boy” (-aye-). 

 
( 6) 
 

spai naio class L 
10/12 

  
 “hallo girl!” 



 “naio”not related to N for “girl”… maybe related to o (feminine marker + o)?a frozen form? 

 
( 7) 
 

na spai o(i)ye class L 
10/12 

  
 “hallo boys!” 
 Someone suggested that the sound between brackets in o(i)ye might be there (or maybe the o is 

long)… The morpheme (?) na again seems to mark the plurality of the addressee. 

 
( 8) 
 

na spai o(i)ye() layk class L 
10/12 

  
 “hallo boys!” 
 The plural noun “boys” can be overtly expressed (the meaning is the same as ( 7)). 

 
( 9) 
 

na spai natoye class L 
10/12 

  
 “hallo girls! ” 
 “natoye” seems to be the plural noun “girls”… interesting asymmetry between the greeting in the 

singular ( 6) and the greeting in the plural ( 9)…? 
 
( 10) 
 

na spai lpayni class L 
10/12 

 “greetings elders (how are you?)” 
 spai can be used by elders greeting other elders. The actual length of the n was not completely 

agreed upon. 

final V /æ or a: probably a with some nasalization? transcriptions below have both E and a,  

 
( 11) 
 

arpayn class L 
10/12 

  
 “elder” 
 The quality of the final vowel was under debate. a and æ were proposed as alternatives. 
 
( 12) 
 

rpayni class L 
10/12 

  
 “elders” 
 A different tonal pattern characterizes the plural form. 

 
( 13) 
 

l payan class L 
10/12 

  



 “this elder” 
 Here the quality of the last vowel was clearly lower than . 
 
( 14) 
 

p kl ian class L 
10/12 

  
 “these dogs are mean”  -p : to be brave, copuageous, ferocious) 
 The predicate “mean” appears in an “inverted” position with respect to its position in the DP “mean 

dogs”. it is preceded by 3rd person subject agreement 
 
( 15) 
 

kp klian class L 
10/12 

  
 “are these dogs mean?” 
 Interrogative maked by initial k, and a different tonal pattern  (Highs are very high?). 

 
( 16) 
 

ksian klayk class L 
10/12 

  
 “are these boys nice?” 
 The underlying form of Q: k (in ( 15) elision of a vowel applies) or k (in ( 16) epenthesis takes 

place). 
 
( 17) 
 

ee class L 
10/12 

 “yes” 
 The vowel which corresponds to “yes” is veeeery long… 

 
( 18) 
 

ee p klian class L 
10/12 

 “yes, these dogs are mean” 
 
( 19) 
 

ee p class L 
10/12 

  
 “yes, they are mean” 
 
( 20) 
 

aa class L 
10/12 

 “no” 
 
( 21) 
 

aa mp class L 
10/12 

  
 “no, they are not mean” 



 “m” = negation prefix… didn’t ask how to say “these dogs are not mean” yet…? 

 
( 22) 
 

al class L 
10/12 

 come back to this example 
 “(to) see”/“I see you”  
 Someone heard a dark l here, but it didn’t seem to appear again in the other forms of this verb. 
 
( 23) 
 

tanapa class L 
10/12 

 ta-nap-a 
 “(to) carry”/“carry!” 
 When asked for the citation form, we got the imperative. 

 
( 24) 
 

adlta alayeni class L 
10/12 

 a-dol-ita 
 “I’m seeing a boy” 
 ta which seems to express the progressive. Initial vowel in the verb is shorter than the 

correspondent vowel in the citation form (to be checked) 
 
( 25) 
 

kdlta alayeni class L 
10/12 

  
 “we are seeing a boy” (HLLL on verb form) 
 The 1st plural subject seems to be marked by the prefix k.  
 
( 26) 
 

iy dlta alayeni class L 
10/12 

 you i-dol-ita al-aye-ni 
 

 “you(sg) are seeing a boy” 
 The 2nd singular subject seems to be marked by the strong form iy.   is part of the 2nd singular 

morphology. You is focused? 

 
( 27) 
 

dltata alayeni class L 
10/12 

 dol-i-ta-ta  
 “you(pl) are seeing a boy” 
 The 2nd plural subject seems to be marked by reduplication and a different tonal pattern in the stem 

(is this last aspect due to a template? To be investigated…) SA: I optional 
 
( 28) 
 

dlta alayeni class L 
10/12 

  



 “he/she/they is/are seeing a boy” (boy is accusative) 
 Singular and plural seem not to be distinguished in the 3rd person, which is (apparently) uniformly 

marked with . [See later forms: not distinguished with this verb class and with this aspect, but 
distinguished in other “tenses”] 

 
( 29) 
 

dltata alayeni class L 
10/12 

  
 “are you(pl) seeing a boy?” 
 The different tonal pattern and a prefix (which is not the same found in the interrogative in ( 15)) 

seem to mark the interrogative form (compare ( 27)). 
 
( 30) 
 

anapta alayeni class L 
10/12 

  
 “I’m carrying a boy” 
 t, of imperative ( 23)) disappears… a: is 1st person. Notice the different tonal structure of the verb, 

too. 
 
( 31) 
 

adl alayeni class L 
10/12 

  
 “I (will) see a boy” 
 Notice that e verb in this sentence can be either interpreted as a (habitual) present or as a future. 

 
( 32) 
 

anap alayeni class L 
10/12 

  
 “I (will) carry a boy” 
 In a parallel way, the initial segment in the citation form ( 23) disappears. The paradigm should be 

completed here, too. (Notice a further tonal pattern on the verb, which differs from both the citation 
form ( 23) and the progressive form (30).) 

 
 
( 33) ne MK 10/12 

 s-f-goat 
 a/the she-goat 
 // may be more front, perh. an /æ/ 
 
( 34) rkne MK 10/12 
 s-m-goat 
 a/the neut. he-goat 
 /k/ may also be a /g/ 
 
( 35) lr/alr MK 10/12 
 s-m-goat 
 a/the he-goat 



 al/l alternation 
 
( 36) nd MK 10/12 
 pl-f-goat-ji 
 she-goats 
 (may also be male) YELLOW HIGHLIGHT: check ATR or e? 

/d/ may also be // or //; 
/g/ may also be /k/ 
initial vowel is not always pronounced, but the syllable was whistled 
tonal change singular and plural. (LLLH) 

 
( 37) lr? MK 10/12 
 p-m.-goat-?I 
 he-goats 
 there was some sort of consonant between the last two vowels; it may be either a tap or a glottal 

stop 
 
( 38) rknd MK 10/12 
 m.p.-goat-suffix 
 neutered-goats 
 E or e? 
 
( 39) knd MK 10/12 
 goat-suffix(plural) 
 neutered-goats 
 
( 40) nda k!n MK 10/12 
 f.s.-that goat 
 that she-goat 
 
( 41) na k!n MK 10/12 
 this(f.s.) goat 
 this she-goat 
 
( 42) knda knd MK 10/12 
 those (f.p.) goat-suffix(p.) 
 those she-goats 
 /d/ may also be // 
 
( 43) kona knd MK 10/12 
 these(f.p.) goat-suffix(p.) 
 these she-goats 
 /o/ in kona may also be // 
 
( 44) ld k!ne MK 10/12 
 that(m.s.) goat 
 that neut. he-goat 
 



( 45) l k!ne MK 10/12 
 this (m.s.) goat 
 this neut. he-goat 
 
( 46) kld  knd MK 10/12 
 those (m.p.) goat-suffix(p.) 
 those neut. he-goats 
 // may also be /e/ 
 
( 47) kl  knd MK 10/12 
 these(m.p.) goat-suffix(p.) 
 these neut. he-goats 
  
 
( 48) l !r MK 10/12 
 m-s this goat 
 this he-goat 
  
 
( 49) l: r MK 10/12 
 m-s-this goat 
 this he-goat  
 (fast) 
 
( 50) ld !r MK 10/12 
 m-s-that goat 
 that he-goat 
  
 
( 51) ld: r MK 10/12 
 m-s-that goat 
 that he-goat  
 fast 
 
( 52) kld !r MK 10/12 
 pl-m-those goat-pl 
 those he-goats 
  
 
( 53) kld: r MK 10/12 
 pl-m-those goat-pl 
 those he-goats  
 fast; the low tone on the second // seems to stretch until the last syllable 
 
( 54) kl !r MK 10/12 
 pl-m-these goat-pl 
 these he-goats 



  
 
( 55) kl: r MK 10/12 
 m-p-these goat-pl 
 these he-goats  
 fast; same very long tone as in ( 53) 
 
 N.B. We also learned that many nouns in Maasai have a default gender, depending 

on their size.  For example, a male bus is a regular bus, but a female bus is a van. 
 
 
( 56) 
 

knr rsoi 
 

10/14 class 
K 

 k       nr   rsoi 
1st pl.    love   R 

 “Resoi loves you” 
 

 In this example [kí] , with a high tone, is 2nd person sing. object(and 3rd p subject). The case of 
“resoi” (nominative) may be indicated by the tonal pattern. 

 
 
( 57) 
 

knr rsoi 10/14 class 
K 

 k      nr   rsoi 
1st pl.  love    Resoi 

 “We love Resoi” 
 Here, /k/, possibly with no tone, is the 1st person plural morpheme.  “resoi” has a different tonal 

pattern which seems to be the default pattern (=non-nominative). 
 

 
( 58) 
 

k knr rsoi 
 

10/14 class 
K 

 k                          k                           nr    rsoi 
Interrogative marker     3rd sg. sub- 2nd sg. obj..   love   Resoi 

 “Does Resoi love you” 
 The question has a rising intonation at the end, and maybe an overall higher pitch.  “resoi” has a 

different tonal pattern than the example in 1, even though in both cases “resoi” is the subject.  
Check: maybe it is rising in  ( 56) as well 

 
( 59) 
 

k knr rsoi 10/14 class 
K 

 k                               k                  nr      rsoi 
Interrogative marker       1st pl. subject     love      Resoi 

 “Do we love Resoi” 
 

 Here the only indication that this sentence is a question is the presence of [k].  The statement (2) 
and the question have the same tonal pattern. 
 

 



( 60) 
 

anr rsoi 10/14 class 
K 

 a        nr     rsoi 
1st sg.  love     resoi  

 “I love Resoi” 
 The object “resoi” has a LH pattern.  

 
( 61) 
 

p rsoi 
 

10/14 class 
K 

               p        rsoi 
3rd sg. sub.   brave     Resoi 

 “Resoi is brave” 
 

 Examples 5 and 6 show that the case distinction between subject and object is expressed with 
tone.   In 5 “resoi” is the subject and it has a LL pattern. (It is possible that the first L is a 
downstep H). 
 
 

 
( 62) 
 

anap rsoi 
 

10/14 class 
K 

 a       nap   rsoi 
1st sg.  carry  resoi 

 “I carry Resoi” 
 

 “resoi” has LH pattern, which is the tonal pattern for an object, and the default/citation form. 
/rsoi/ “Resoi” object/default:  LH 
/rsoi/ “Resoi” subject:  LL 
 

 
( 63) 
 

anap 10/14 class 
K 

 a       nap 
1st sg. carry 

 “I carry it/him/her/them” 
  

 
( 64) 
 

anr kl 10/14 class 
K 

 a       nr   kl 
1st sg.  love   milk 

 “I love/like milk” 
 Nobody would ever use the verb “anor” with food.  They would use “want”(see next ex).  Notice 

that /kl/ does not have a determiner /en/ or /ol/. 
 



( 65) 
 

a(i)yeow kl 
 

10/14 class 
K 

 a-yeow  
 “I want milk” 

 
 “milk” has the same tonal pattern as “resoi”:  LH for object. 

 
 
( 66) 
 

iyeow 
eiyeow 
 

10/14 class 
K 

  
 “Do you want ____?” 

 
 The exact quality of the diphthong is still to be determined. [+ATR] 

 
 
( 67) 
 

eiyeow 
 

10/14 class 
K 

  
 “He wants ___” 

 
 The exact quality of the diphthong is still to be determined. 

 
 
( 68) 
 

kl 
 

10/14 class 
K 

  
 “Milk”  

 
 citation form:  LH 

No determiner prefix. Milk is plural feminine (insert crossref) 
 
( 69) 
 

rbi kl 
 

10/14 class 
K 

           rbi    kl 
3rd sg.      cold       milk 

 “the milk is cold” 
 

 // often reduces to // 
 
( 70) 
 

narbi 
 

10/14 class 
K 

 na      rbi 
fem.     cold 



 “a cold place” 
(which is cold) 

 Most place names are feminine (unless they are big, like mountains, which are masculine). 
[na-] seems to be a feminine prefix.(like in [naro] and [natoye]) 
 

 
( 71) 
 

lrbi 
 

10/14 class 
K 

 l          rbi 
masc.    cold 

 “cold” or “flu” 
 

 masculine:  [l] 
 

 
( 72) 
 

tsda 
 

10/14 class 
K 

 t                           sudj         a 
ta-2nd sg. imperative      follow       V(found in 2nd sg. imperative) 

 “follow!” 
 

 This /d/ is dj similar to the /d/ in “I speak” 
 

 
( 73) 
 

asdta 
 

10/14 class 
K 

 a          sd    ta 
1st sg.   follow    prog 

 “I am following it/him/her/them” 
 
 

 Overt object is not necessary, as usual. 
 

 
( 74) 
 

aasdta 
 

10/14 class 
K 

 aa                               sd        ta 
2sgobject+ 1st sg.subject     follow        prog 

 “I am following you” 
 

  

 
( 75) 
 

asdta ndai 
 

10/14 class 
K 

 a       sd      ta                         ndai 
1st sg.  follow  prog     2nd plural full object pronoun 



 “I am following you(pl)” 
 

 [a-] expresses 1st person singular 
 

 
( 76) 
 

sdta 
 

10/14 class 
K 

          sd   ta 
2nd sg.  follow      prog 

 “You are following it/him/her/them 
 

 [-] expresses 2nd person singular 
 

 
( 77) aasdta 

 

10/14 class 
K 

 a                   a                   sd        ta 
2nd sg. object     1st sg. subject     follow          prog 

 “I am following you” 
 

 repeat? 
 

 
( 78) ksdta 10/14 class 

K 
 k                           sd       ta 

2nd sg. sub.-1st sg. obj.   follow    prog 
 “You are following me” 

 
  

 
( 79) ksdta 10/14 class 

K 
 k                sd        ta 

1st pl. subj.       follow     prog 
 We are following it/him/her/them 
  

 
( 80) sdta yook 10/14 class 

K 
          sd    ta     yook 

2nd sg.  follow    prog   1st pl 
 

 You are following us 
 [] – 2nd person singular subject. 

[yook] – 1st person plural object. 
 
( 81) aasdta 10/14 class 

K 



 a                            sd     ta 
1st sg. obj.  3rd sg. sub.    follow    prog    

 He is following me 
 Compare tonal pattern with 17. NB: Not clear if aa can be analysed in smaller parts 

 
( 82) ksdta 10/14 class 

K 
 k                            sd       ta 

3rd sg. sub.-2nd sg. obj.    follow   prog 
 He is following you 
 same as 21 “you are following me” 

 
( 83) sdta 

 

10/14 class 
K 

         sd     ta 
3rd sg.  follow  prog 

 He is following it/him/her/them 
  

 
( 84) sda 10/14 class 

K 
 sd      a 

wash         V(follow found in imperative. 
 “To wash”, “wash!” 
 
( 85) N.B. - Maasai avoid saying their own name.  They don’t use names when greeting 

each other. 
 

10/14 class 
K 

MISSING FILES TO BE INSERTED 
 
 
( 86) ne MNK10/19 

 E-n-kine 
 a/the she-goat 
 NB: // may be more front, perh. an /æ/ 
 
 
( 87) mun MNK10/19 

rev 
  
 “rhino” ATR of fem /E-N-mun/ Check final n? 
 This is the word for rhinos in general or a female rhino. 

 
( 88) mmi MNK10/19 

rev 
 -n-mu-yi (?) or I-n-mu 



 “rhinos” 
 The plural has the same tonal pattern as the singular.  Nasal consonants seem to be tone bearing 

units.  Saningo indicated that this word  may have the UR /mi/ with an initial vowel 
 
( 89) 
 

alaiani lommui MNK10/19 

  
 “male rhinos” (a genitive construction?. lo?.) 

 
 
( 90) 
 

alaiani lemun MNK10/19 

  
 “male rhino” 
 
( 91) 
 

kmok  MNK10/19 

  
 “many” 
  

 
( 92) 
 

kmok layok MNK10/19 

  
 many boys 
 many followed by D 

 
( 93) 
 

na mun/æna mun MNK10/19 

  
 “this rhino” 
  

 
( 94) 
 

spn MNK10/19 

  
 “female animal 
 Only small animals, like sheep or goats. NB: feminine D,  E not E-N 

 
( 95) 
 

spn nda MNK10/19 

  
 female dog 
 genitive? 

 



( 96) 
 

ndiya/nda MNK10/19 

  
 small dog – puppy 
 femnine article  little 

 
( 97) 
 

rsat/rsa MNK10/19 

  
 baby rhino 
 masculine because “a rhino is not an ordinary baby – it is really big” 

Can be said without the word final consonant 
 
( 98) 
 

sma MNK10/19 

  
 hunger 
  

 
( 99) 
 

ta  na    mun  sma MNK10/19 

 3-has this-F rhino hunger 
 “this rhino is hungry” Literally “this rhino has hunger” 

[mn sma]  is unrammatical 
 
( 100) sma mn MNK10/19 

  
 rhino’s hunger [genititive] 
 
( 101) ta sma MNK10/19 

  
 “I am hungry” 
 This is a more urgent way of saying, “I am hungry”.  It means that you have to eat right away 

 
( 102) ay sma MNK10/19 

  
 “I am hungry” 
 This one is “I am hungry” not “I have hunger”.  The hunger is less urgent.  You feel like eating 

but if you don’t eat “it’s no biggie”.  This is not possible for a rhino. 
 
( 103) sma MNK10/19 

  
 “He is hungry” 



 not urgent NB: I should be e.?  

 
( 104) kiata sma MNK10/19 

  
 “We are hungry” 
 urgent/slow version 

 
( 105) kiata sma MNK10/19 

  
 “We are hungry” 
 fast version 

 
( 106) kisma MNK10/19 

  
 We are hungry 
 not urgent 

 
In the following session  read  for  
( 
107) 
 

sdja          ILM 
10/21 

 -sdj-a 
sing.imp – wash – a 

 Wash!                              

 not sure about the tone on 1st syll 
 

 
 
( 
108) 
 

sdja ILM 
10/21 

 n- sdj-a 
pl.imp – wash - a? 

 (You all) wash! 
 where did I-prefix of i-verb go?  

 
( 
109) 
 

masdja ILM 
10/21 

 ma- -sdj-a 
let's-imp.-wash-a? 

 let’s wash 
  

 



( 
110) 
 

asdjta ILM 
10/21 

 a-sdj-ta 
I/it-wash-progr. 

 I'm washing (it) 
 the first two vowels sound like a diphthong; (tone?) 

 
 
( 
111) 
 

sdjta ILM 
10/21 

 -sdj-ta 
you-wash-progr. 

 you're washing (it) 
  

 
( 
112) 
 

sdjta ILM 
10/21 

 -sdj-ta 
he/it-wash-progr. 

 he's washing [check first vowel [Ei  e or I]] 
  

 
( 
113) 
 

ksdjta ILM 
10/21 

 k- sdj-ta 
we-wash-progr. 

 we're washing 
 notice the change in  tonal pattern {I + I  I) 

 
( 
114) 
 

sdjtata ILM 
10/21 

 -sdj-ta- ta 
you-wash-progr.-RED 

 you're (pl.) washing 
 notice reduplication of last syllable 

 
( 
115) 
 

asdj ILM 
10/21 

 a-- sdj 
I-it-wash 

 I wash 



  the first two vowels throughout the singural sound like diphthongs with a rising tone (i.e. first vowel has a mid tone and 
second vowel a high) 

 
( 
116) 
 

sdj ILM 
10/21 

 -sdj 
you-it?-wash 

 you wash 
  

 
( 
117) 
 

sdj ILM 
10/21 

 -sdj 
he-it-wash 

 he washes 
  

 
( 
118) 
 

ksdj ILM 
10/21 

 k-sdj 
we-it-wash (lenght KII?) 

 we wash 
  

 
( 
119) 
 

sdjsdj ILM 
10/21 

 -sdj--sdj- 
you(pl.)-wash-red 

 you (pl.) wash 
 notice reduplication of root, + rounding of I.  

 
( 
120) 
 

asdja ILM 
10/21 

 a-sdj-a 
I-wash-past? 

 I washed 
 the first two vowels diphthongized again in the singular. Notice that there is a high tone on final syllable of 3rd sing. in the 

past tense 
 
( 
121) 
 

sdja ILM 
10/21 



 -sdj-a 
you-wash-past? 

 you washed 
  

 
( 
122) 
 

sdja ILM 
10/21 

 -sdj-a 
he-it-wash-past? 

 he washed 
  

 
( 
123) 
 

ksdja  ILM 
10/21 

 k-sdj-a 
we-it-wash-past 

 we washed 
 all 3 plural forms seem to have a HL tone on their final syllable. Notice that 3rd singular and 3rd plural differ only in tone. 

The same pattern occurs for the past tense of "carry". 
 
( 
124) 
 

sdja  ILM 
10/21 

 -sdj-a 
you-it-wash-past? 

  you (p) washed 
  

 
( 
125) 
 

sdja  ILM 
10/21 

 -sdj-a  
they-it-wash-past? 

 they washed 
  

 
( 
126) 
 

atanapa ILM 
10/21 

 a-ta-nap-a 
I-past-carry-past? 

 I carried 
  

 



( 
127) 
 

tanapa ILM 
10/21 

 -ta-nap-a 
you(sing.)-past-carry-past? 

 you carried 
  

 
 
( 22) 
 

tanapa ILM 
10/21 

 -ta-nap-a 
he-past-carry-past? 

 he carried 
 H tone on final syllable of 3rd singul. 

 
( 23) 
 

ktanapa ILM 
10/21 

 k-ta-nap-a 
we-past-carry-past? 

 we carried 
  

 
( 24) 
 

tanapa ILM 
10/21 

 -ta-nap-a 
you(pl.)-past-carry-past? 

 you (pl.) carried 
 notice the difference between singular and plural second and third persons in the past is marked 

only in the tones. 
 
( 25) 
 

tanapa ILM 
10/21 

 -ta-nap-a 
they-past-carry-past? 

 they carried 
  

 
 
 
 
(128) rkido or orkido Class I-10/21 

  
 snuff/tobacco box check ATR; is ATR harmony optional 

  

 
 



(129) irkidoi Class I-10/21 

  
 snuff/tobacco boxes 
  

 
(130) endlth or ndlth Class I-10/21 

  
 small snuff box 
  (expected form is E, with ATR harmony e. Hard to hear in environment of nasal) 

 
(131) indltha Class I-10/21 

  
 small snuff boxes 
 
(132) orkmsorok Class I-10/21 

  
 oryx (a kind of antelope) 
 check ATR 

 
(133) irkmsorok Class I-10/21 

  
 oryxes 
 check ATR 

 
(134) ss Class I-10/21 

  
 neck ornament 
 vowels +ATR, or –ATR? 

 
(135) iso si or issi Class I-10/21 

  
 neck ornaments 
  

 
Conjugation: present of intranstitive (stative) verb 
(136) ap Class I-10/21 

 1-brave 
 ‘I am brave” 
 individual level predicate/stative.We are not sure about tone on first V Whistle same as following 

syllables (ap ? yet I more prominent?) 



 
( 137) p Class I-10/21 

 2sg brave 
  
 We are not sure about tone on first V; same tonal pattern as 1st person?  

 
(138) p Class I-10/21 

 he/she/they are brave 
 We are not sure about tone on first V (different tonal pattern as 1/2nd? p) 
 
(139) kp Class I-10/21 

 we-brave 
 We are brave 
 L-#.. HL# Number agreement marked by tone at right edge)  

 
(140) pp Class I-10/21 

 you-PL brave-brave 
 reduplication 
  

 
(141) kdol Class I-10/21 

 we see 
 we will see him/her/them 
 L HL-no object pronoun, or visible object agreement 

 
(142) dldl Class I-10/21 

 you-see-see  
 you will see him 
 no object pronouns- no object-verb agreement; subject agreement  present: when present when absent? cf. ( 27) 

 
 
(143) adlta kewan or kewan Class I-10/21 

  
 I am seeing myself 
 We are not sure if the final vowel of “kewan” has falling or high tone 

 
( 144) kdlta Class I-10/21 

  
 you are seeing me  (LLHL) 
 - this form has the same phones as ( 145) but different tonal pattern- this form has the same phones and 

tonal pattern as ( 148) 



 
( 145) kdlta Class I-10/21 

  
 we are seeing him/her/them 
 this form has the same phones as ( 144) and ( 148), but different tonal pattern (H LL H?) 

 
( 146) aadlta Class I-10/21 

  
 he/she/they is/are seeing me 
  

 
( 147) kdltata Class I-10/21 

  
 you-PL are seeing me 
  

 
( 148) kdlta Class I-10/21 

  
 he/she/they is/are seeing you 
 this form has the same phones as ( 145) but different tonal pattern 

- this form has the same phones and tonal pattern as( 144) 
 
( 149) kdlta iye Class I-10/21 

  
 we are seeing you-SG 
 We are not sure about the tone of the frst vowel of “iye” CHECK TONES 

 
( 150) kdlta ni 

 

Class I-10/2  
rev 

  
 we are seeing HIM 
  

 
( 151) kdlta nday Class I-10/21 

  
 we are seeing you-PL 
  

 
Strong pronouns 
( 152) nnd Class I-10/21 



  
 them CHECK WITH LATER FORMS (genitives) 
  

 
( 153) yook Class I-10/21 

  
 us 
  

 
( 154) naan Class I-10/21 

  
 me 
  

 
INSERT FILES 
( 155) sda       MB 

 10/26 
 i+wash+a 
 Wash (it)! –singular 

 Contrast this form with [tanapa] “carry it!” which has [ta+root+a] imperative marking. Does 
imperative marking change with verb class? 

 
( 156) sda MB 

 10/26 
 i+wash+a+i 
 Wash yourself 
 Reflexive incorporated with the verb 

 
( 157) tla MB 

 10/26 
 t+choose+a 
 Choose (it)! 
 The vowel of the prefix [tV] which seems to mark (some) imperatives changes with the (first?) 

root vowel (?)  
 
( 158) talepo MB 

 10/26 
 ta+milk+o 
 milk (it)! 
 The vowel of the suffix which seems to mark imperatives is [a] with -ATR roots and [o] with 

+ATR roots 
 
( 159) ttma MB 

 10/26 
 te+try+a 



 try (it)! 
  

 
( 160) takedo MB 

 10/26 
 ta+ked+o 
 climb (it)! 
  

 
( 161) tpka MB 

 10/26 
 ti+put+a 
 put (it)! 
  

 
( 162) rad MB 

 10/26 
 i+lay+i 
 lay (it down)! 
 The morpheme boundaries marked for this verb are unclear. Notice the quality of the [r] which 

sounded voiceless at elicitation. 
 
( 163) alepito MB 

 10/26 
 I+milk+ito 
 I’m milking 
 tones: alepito or alepito see next examples as well. 
 
( 164) apkta MB 

 10/26 
 I+put+ita 
 I’m putting 
 tones?: (HH H* L)? 

 
( 165) akedito MB 

 10/26 
 I+climb+ito 
 I’m climbing 
 tones: HHH* L 

 
( 166) atakedo MB 

 10/26 
 I+past?+climb+o 
 I climbed 
 The morpheme [ta] which comes between the 1st person pronoun and the verb stem might mark 

past tense. What does the morpheme [o] after the verb stem mark? If you compare this form and 



the next one in (13), you can see that this word-final morpheme follows ATR harmony, too. 

 
( 167) atpka MB 

 10/26 
 I+past?+put+a 
 I put-past it 
  

 
( 168) arad MB 

 10/26 
 I+?+lay+? 
 I laid it down 
 It is unclear how the past of this verb is formed. 

 
( 169) atmta MB 

 10/26 
 I+try+ing 
 I’m trying it 
  

 
( 170) attma MB 

 10/26 
 I+past+try+a 
 I tried it 
  

 
( 171) alta MB 

 10/26 
 I+choose+ing 
 I’m choosing it 
  

 
( 172) atla MB 

 10/26 
 I+past+choose+a 
 I chose it 
  

 
( 173) ()mba MB 

 10/26 
 (?)+hold+a 
 hold (it)! 
 We’re not sure whether the syllabic [m] is preceded by a vowel. m appears after  and before b 
 
( 174) tabolo MB 

 10/26 



 ta+open+o 
 open (it)! 
 Notice that the imperative prefix here is [ta] and not [to] as we would expect if this prefix really 

copies the stem vowel. Does this mean this verb is vowel initial with [abol] for a stem? Wait and 
see… 

 
( 175) tsda MB 

 10/26 
 tu+follow+a 
 follow (it)! 
  

 
( 176) tuturo MB 

 10/26 
 tu+dig+o 
 dig! 
  

 
( 177) ttn MB 

 10/26 
 to+sit+o 
 sit! 
 We are unsure about the vowel quality. Looks line –ATR, + a/ 
 
(178) ta sma MKN 10/26 

 he-has hunger 
 he/she/it/they is/are hungry 

  

 
 
(179) ta sma/t sma MKN 10/26 

 he-has hunger 
 he/she/it/they is/are hungry 
 fast version of (178) 

the high tone on the first two vowels is actually a very long high tone, and not two tones 
 
(180) aath sma MKN 10/26 

 I-have hunger 
 I am hungry 
  

 
(181) aatha MKN 10/26 

 I-have 
 I am 



 not really a “grammatical” statement, but would be the response to the question “Are you 
hungry?” 
VP ellipsis or pro-drop? 

 
(182) t sma MKN 10/26 

 you(s.)-have hunger 
 Are you hungry? 
 there is some sort of question intonation which makes it different from (183); the vowels are not 

necessarilly different 
 
(183) t asma MKN 10/26 

 you(s.)-have hunger 
 you are hungry 
 very similar to (182) except for intonation 

 
(184) kiata sma MKN 10/26 

 we-have hunger 
 we are hungry 
  

 
(185) atata suma 

atat suma 

MKN 10/26 

 you(p.)-have hunger 
 you-all are hungry 
 not sure of the tones (also may have mistranscribed the “u”) 

 
(186) ay suma MKN 10/26 

 I hungry 
 I am hungry 
 we are not entirely sure why this is a diphthong, in other words, how it differs from “api” “I am 

brave” (maybe sma a vowel intial  predicate 
 
(187) sma MKN 10/26 

 you(s.) hungry 
 you are hungry 
  

 
(188) ysma MKN 10/26 

 he hungry 
 he/she/it/they is/are hungry 
 the first vowel may not be a diphthong, but Saningo thought it was similar in length to the vowel 

in (186), which we are fairly sure is a diphthong.  Quite general:  +  =  /e/ or //  



 
(189) ksma MKN 10/26 

 we-hungry 
 we are hungry 
  

 
(190)  *isumaimai MKN 10/26 

 you(p.) hungry 
  
 We failed to find the hungry equivalent to “ipipi” “you all are brave” 

 
(191) *sumaita MKN 10/26 

 hungry-ita 
  
 no progressive or continuous form 

 
(192) ewure MKN 10/26 

 f.s.-thirst 
 thirst 
 the “r” is not as long as the “r” in “anor” 

 
(193) aykure MKN 10/26 

 I-thirsty 
 I am thirsty 
 NB: no determiner 

 
(194) kure MKN 10/26 

 (you)-thirsty 
 you are thirsty 
 NB: nasal appears, see also (196) and (197) 

 
(195) ewkure MKN 10/26 

 he-hungry 
 he/she/it/they is/are hungry 
 w? 

 
(196) kure 

kwure 

MKN 10/26 

 we-thirsty 
 we are thirsty 



 the second one may be a slower pronunciation 

 
(197) (u)urere  MKN 10/26 

 you(p.)-thirsty 
 you-all are thirsty 
  

 
(198) aatha eure MKN 10/26 

 I-have (e)-n-thirst 
 I am thirsty 
 Saningo felt that the engma was not syllabic but preceded by a vowel; it will be transcribed with 

the vowel but note that it is possibly syllabic. (idem for you/he/we have forms below) 
The high tone in “I have” is very long and not two high tones. (One whistle?) 

 
(199) ata eure MKN 10/26 

 you(s.)-have (e)-n-thirst 
 you are thirsty 
  

 
(200) ata eure 

æata eure 

MKN 10/26 

 he-has (e)-n-thirst 
 he/she/it/they is/are thirsty 
  

 
(201) kata eure MKN 10/26 

 we-have (e)-n-thirst 
 we are thirsty 
 Saningo felt that the engma was not syllabic but preceded by a vowel; it will be transcribed with 

the vowel but note that it is possibly syllabic. 
 
(202) eatata eure 

eyatata eure 

MKN 10/26 

 you(p.)-have thirst 
 you-all are thirsty 
 Saningo felt that the engma was not syllabic but preceded by a vowel; it will be transcribed with 

the vowel but note that it is possibly syllabic. 
It was not clear whether the first vowel in “you have” was a monophthong or a diphthong 

 
(203) anara MKN 10/26 

 I-tired 
 I am tired 



  

 
(204) ænaur MKN 10/26 

 f.s.-tiredness 
 tiredness 
 æ is probable the -ATR e. Is final syllable  or i. 
 
(205) atanaure MKN 10/26 

 I-“ta”-tired 
 I have become tired 
 NB:no final a… 

 
(206) aata ()naur MKN 10/26 

 I-have tiredness 
 I am tired 
 This is very awkward, although grammatical.  Approximately the equivalent of “I have tiredness” 

in English. 
 
(207) ()nara MKN 10/26 

 you(s.)-tired 
 you are tired 
 Saningo, again, did not like the syllabic nasal. 

 
(208) ænara MKN 10/26 

 he-tired 
 he/she/it/they is/are tired 
  

 
(209) knara MKN 10/26 

 we-tired 
 we are tired 
  

 
(210) narara MKN 10/26 

 you(p.)-tired 
 you-all are tired 
 reduplication. 

 
Files to be inserted 
 
(211) radd M 10/28 

class 



 2p-lay (it) down 
 you-all (will) lay it down 

  

 
 
(212) rad M 10/28 

class 
 lay (it) down 
 lay it down! (command singular) 
 this shows that  is the vowel of the root 
 
(213) rad M 10/28 

class 
 2p-lay (it) down 
 lay it down! (command plural) 
 the  is not part of the root should be  +  
 
(214) eradek 

radek 

M 10/28 
class 

 lay down – eki 
 it was laid down 
 passive (in past tense!) 

 
(215) napa ()ra M 10/28 

class 
 3s-carry-a f.s.-child  
 the child was carried 
 passive? But: no passive M. Stative?;  child has nominative tones 

 
(216) tanapa M 10/28 

class 
 3s-ta-carry-a 
 he/she/it/they carried it 
  

 
(217) ra M 10/28 

class 
 f.s.-child 
 child 
 (L) HH (acc)/ (L) LH (nom) 

 
(218) rra ra 

erra 

M 10/28 
class 

 3s-sleep-a f.s.-child 



 the child is sleeping 
 LLH (nom) 

 
(219) atanapa ra M 10/28 

class 
 I-ta-carry-a f.s.-child 
 I carried the child 
  

 
(220) tanapa ra M 10/28 

class/rev 
 3s-ta-carry-a f.s.-child 
 the child carried him 
 minimal pair with (221) 

 
(221) tanapa !r!a M 10/28 

class 
 3s-ta-carry-a f.s.-child 
 he carried the child 
 minimal pair with (220) 

child is similar to isolation form 
 
(222) tanapa layen M 10/28 

class 
 3s-ta-carry-a m.s.-boy 
 the boy carried 
 the tones on the verb were not marked in class; boy carries nominative (HLL## or HH ..)  

 
(223) tanapa layen rai M 10/28 

class 
 3s-ta-carry-a m.s.-boy f.s.-child(acc) 
 the boy carried the child 
  

 
(224) tanapa        ra           alayeni M 10/28 

class 
 3s-ta-carry-a f.s.-child(nom) m.s.-boy (acc) 
 the child carried the boy 
 there was no whistle on the engma for “child” 

 
(225) wole M 10/28 

class 
 yesterday 
 yesterday 
 check tones 

 



(226) taata M 10/28 
class 

 today 
 today 
  

 
(227) tasere M 10/28 

class 
 tomorrow 
 tomorrow 
 check ATR 

 
Conjugation of the verb “to be DP” 
(228) ara armaasinda M 10/28 

class 
 I-ra m.s.-Maasai-suffix(?) 
 I am Maasai (masculine) 
  

 
(229) armaasinda M 10/28 

class 
 m.s.-Maasai-suffix(?) 
 Maasai man 
  

 
(230) maasinda M 10/28 

class 
 f.s.-Maasai-suffix 
 Maasai woman 
  

 
(231) ara maasinda M 10/28 

class 
 I-ra f.s.-Maasai-suffix 
 I am Maasai (feminine) 
  

 
(232) ra armaasinda M 10/28 

class 
 2s-ra m.s.-Maasai-suffix 
 you are Maasai 
  

 
(233) ra armaasinda M 10/28 

class 
 2s-ra m.s.-Maasai-suffix 



 Are you Maasai? 
  

 
(234) ee, ara M 10/28 

class 
 yes, I-ra 
 yes, I am 
  

 
(235) ra armaasinda M 10/28 

class 
 he-ra m.s.-Maasai-suffix 
 he is Maasai 
  

 
(236) rara rmaasai M 10/28 

class 
 2p-ra m.p.-Maasai-suffix 
 you-all are Maasai 
  

 
(237) kra rmaasai M 10/28 

class 
 we-ra m.p.-Maasai-suffix 
 we are Maasai 
  

 
(238) ee, kra M 10/28 

class 
 yes, we-ra 
 yes, we are 
  

 
(239) mkra M 10/28 

class 
 neg-we-ra 
 we are not 
 i-vowels are –ATR 

 
(240) mklepto M 10/28 

class/rev 
 neg-we-milk 
 we are not milking it  
 i-vowels are +ATR/minimal pair with (241) 

 



(241) mklepo M 10/28 
class 

 neg-we-milk 
 we don’t do milking 
 minimal pair with (240); NB: tonal pattern (checked) 

 
(242) kl narb M 10/28 

class 
 milk cold 
 milk which is cold 
 milk=feminine and plural… (stay tuned for the next two examples) 

 
(243) rai narb M 10/28 

class 
 f.s.-child na-cold 
 child which is cold 
  

 
(244) ra narb 

 narbi 

M 10/28 
class 

 children na-a-cold 
 children which are cold 
  

 
(245) (e)are BLI 10/28 

 
 e-n-g/-are (sg, fem) 
 “the/some water” 

  

 
 
(246) (e)are narb BLI 10/28 

 
 e-n-g/kare na-irobi 
 the/some-water  cold      “the/some cold water” 

 singular agreement within relative clause 

 
( 247) (e)ariak naarb BLI 10/28 

 
 e-n-g/k-ar-iak naa-irobi 
 bodies of water cold  “the/some bodies of cold water”  

 “engare” (‘water’) does not have a morphological plural form; “-iak” in “engar-iak” seems to be a 
sort f classifier 

 
( 248) na are BLI 10/28 

 



 e-n-a ∅/g/kare 
 this water 

 root is “are”, “not g/kare”. 

 
(249) ma BLI 10/28 

 
 e-n-kma 
 the fire (sg, fem) 

  

 
(250) ma sapk BLI 10/28 

 
 e-n-kma sapuk 
 the-fire       big      “the big fire” 
  

 
(251) ma narb BLI 10/28 

 
 e-n-kma na-irobi 
 the-fire cold      “the cold fire” 

  

 
( 252)  na kma BLI 10/28 

 
 e-n-a kma 
 this fire 

  

 
(253) nda kma BLI 10/28 

 
 e-n-da kma 
 that fire 

  

 
(254) kulda kmajti BLI 10/28 

 
 k-u-ld-a kma-iti  ?? 
 those fires 

  

 
( 255) sunnaj BLI 10/28 

 
 o-sunnaj (sg, masc) 
 a/the sand 

  



 
(256) l snnaj BLI 10/28 

 
 -l- sunnaj 
 this sand 

 transcribed as double ll, changed by HJK. 

 
(257) ld snnaj BLI 10/28 

 
 -ld- sunnaj 
 that sand 

  

 
( 258) sna BLI 10/28 

 
 i-sina (pl, masc) 
 the/some (?) sands 

  

 
( 259) kull sna BLI 10/28 

 
 k-u-ll-o  sina 
 these sands 

  

 
(260) 
 

kuld sna BLI 10/28 
 

 k-u-ld-o  sina 
 those sands 

  

 
(261) 
 

rb ld sunnaj BLI 10/28 
 

 i-robi e-ld-e sunnaj 
 is-cold that sand  “that sand is cold” 

  

 
(262) napta tort ld sunnaj BLI 10/28 

 
 e-n-ap-ita toret e-ld-e sunnaj 
 is-carrying Toret that sand  “Toret is carrying that sand” 

  

 
(263) napta ld sunnaj BLI 10/28 

 



 e-n-ap-eta e-ld-e sunnaj 
 is-carrying that sand  “He is carrying that sand” 

  

 
( 264) 
 

l BLI 10/28 
 

 e-n-∅/g/kolon (sg, fem) 
 the Sun 

  

 
( 265) 
 

alapa BLI 10/28 
 

 al-(l)apa (sg, masc) 
 the-Moon 

  

 
( 266) 
 

resoj  tort BLI 10/28 
 

  
 Resoy and Toret 

 coordination 

 
( 267) 
 

l lapa BLI 10/28 
 

 e-n-golon oo al-(l)apa 
 the-Sun and-the-Moon 

  

 
( 268) 
 

alapa (w) ln BLI 10/28 
 

 al-(l)apa oo e-n-golon 
 the-Moon and-the-Sun 

 on checking/no round glide; not clear E or O recheck 

 
( 269)  rb alapa are BLI 10/28 

 
 i-robi al-(l)apa oo e-n-gare 
 is-cold of-the-Moon and-the-water “The water of the Moon is cold” 

 If “oo” occurs between two semantically similar DPs, it works like a coordination particle and the 
two DPs are coinjoined. Instead, if it occurs between two DPs that are semantically different but 
related, “oo” works like a possessive marker. 

 
( 270) rb alapa (), nrb eare BLI 10/28 

 E?+i-robi al-(l)apa (oo)  n-E+I?i-irobi e-n-gare 



 is-cold the-water (and) also-is-cold the-Moon “The water is cold and also the Moon is cold” = 
“The water and the Moon are cold” 

 The coordination of two DPs that are semantically different but related requires clausal 
coordination and the element “n-“ at the beginning of the second clause. “oo” between the first 
and the second clause is optional. There is a big pause between the first and the second clause. 
Obviously to be further explored… 

 
 
 
 
( 271) arb KN 11-02 

 a - rb 

 “I am cold” 

 /a/ is a diphthong 
 
 
( 272) rb KN 11-02 

  - rbi 
 “You are cold” 
  

 
( 273) rb KN 11-02 

  - rb 
 “He is cold” 
 // is a diphthong.  In fast speech this comes out as /rb/.  Saningo says that both pronunciations 

are correct. 
 
( 274) krb KN 11-02 

 k - rbi 
 “We are cold” 
  

 
( 275) rbb KN 11-02 

 -rb-RED 
 “You-pl are cold” 
  

 
(276) 
 

l KN 11-02 

  
 “yesterday” 
 
(277) 
 

kwarie   kæwarie KN 11-02 



  
 “night” 
 Saningo whistled three tones, which may indicate that there are three syllables.  The /-ie/ ending 

sounded like one syllable with one high tone. 
 
(278) 
 

l kwarie KN 11-02 

  
 “last night” 
  

 
(279) 
 

rb l kwarie KN 11-02 

  
  - rb    l     kwarie 

it – cold   yesterday  night 
 Again /rb/ is and acceptable pronunciation of /rb/ in fast speech. 
 
(280) 
 

aata larb KN 11-02 

 a-ata  l- a - rb 
 “I have a cold/flu” 
 I am not sure where to put the /a/ in the morpheme by morpheme analysis of /olairobi/; some sort 

of nominalization? infinitival marker? 
 
(281) 
 

kata larb KN 11-02 

 k  - ata     l - a   - rb 
 “We have a cold” 
  

 
(282) 
 

arb l kwarie KN 11-02 

 a  - rb   l       kwarie 
I      cold      yesterday   night 

 “I was cold last night” 
“I had a cold last night” 

 Saningo says that the phrase has two interpretations. 

 
(283) 
 

rwua KN 11-02 

   - rwua 
 It is hot 
 What I have transcribed as /wua/ actually sound like a very lenited /gwa/.   It is definitely not just 

/wa/.    



 
(284) 
 

rwua KN 11-02 

 enk -  rwua 
 “heat” 
 I don’t have the tones transcribed. 

 
(285) 
 

rwua nma KN 11-02 

   -  rwua   n  -  kma 
it       hot                         fire 

 “The fire is hot” 
 Saningo confirmed that /rwua/ can be pronounced /rwua/.  // can reduce to // in fast 

speech.    I don’t have the tones. 
 
(286) 
 

rwua taata KN 11-02 

  - rwua   taata 
 “It is hot today” 
 Saningo confirmed that /rwua/ can be pronounced /rwua/.  // can reduce to // in fast 

speech. 
 
(287) 
 

mrb taata KN 11-02 

 m -  rbi   taata 
not      cold        today 

 Today it is not cold. 
  

 
(288) 
 

krb taata KN 11-02 

 k - rb  taata 
 “Is it cold today?” 
  

 
(289) 
 

m  taata KN 11-02 

 m  taata 
not      today 

 “Not today”  ? Length? 
  

 
 
(290) 
 

rbi nda wiki naima kak m taata KN 11-02 



  - rbi     en - d -  a    wiki    naima    kak    m    taata 
it    cold        that-fem.          week     past         but         not        today. 

 “It was cold last week but not today” 
 naima relative clause  
 
(291) rwua KN 11-02 

  - rwua 
 “You are hot” 
  

 
 (292) rwuawua KN 11-02 

   - rwua - RED 
 “You-pl are hot” 
  

 
(293) krwua KN 11-02 

 k - rwua 
 “We are hot” 
  

 
(294) a 

æa 

KN 11-02 

   a 

 “happiness”  “He is happy” 
 //:  There is a velar nasal.  There seems to be palatalization possibly due to the transition into the 

high front vowel.  This is a real /d/, not the palatalized /d/.  I am not sure if this is an actual noun, 
or if the citation form is the 3rd singular. Needs further exploring 

 
(295) aa KN 11-02 

 a - ida 
 “I am happy” 
  

 
(296) a 

æa 

KN 11-02 

  - a 
 “He is happy” 
 This is the same as (294) 

 
(297) ka KN 11-02 



 k a 
 “We are happy” 
 Here, between two palatal vowels, the velar nasal is lost.  In this case it sounds like a palatal nasal. 

 
(298) aa KN 11-02 

    - a - RED  
you happy – pl. 

 “You-pl are happy” 
 Between two palatal vowels the velar quality of the nasal is lost. 

 
 
(299) a KN 11-02 

   a 
 “You are happy” 
 The velar quality of the nasal is very weak.  It may just be palatal. 

 
(300) ay KN 11-02 

  
 “Acting like a spoiled brat”  “Thinking that you are better than others” 
  

 
(301) arwuad KN 11-02 

 a  rwua  d 
 “I made it hot” 
 causative of  I initial verb 

 
(302) rwuad ar   

rwua ar 

KN 11-02 

 rwua - d  nk- ar 
 “Make the water hot!” 
 Water has also been transcribed /are/.  causative 

 
(303) rwuada ar KN 11-02 

  rwua da  enk  ar 
 “The water has become hot 
 Here, I am really not sure about the tones.  I think it should be a different tonal pattern. 

Checktones  . Become 
 
(304) rpda ar 

rpda ar 

KN 11-02 



   rp  da   nk  ar 
 “The water became cold”, “The water has become cold” 
 There is a b/p alternation in the root for “cold”:  /rb/ ~ /rp/.  Notice the change in the tonal 

pattern. 
 
(305) arpda KN 11-02 

 a  rp  da 
 “I have become cold” 
  

 
(306) rp KN 11-02 

 rp  d 
 “Make it cold” 
 Same tonal pattern as 31(needs cross reference). 

 
(307)  KN 11-02 

  -  
 “red”  citation form/also “it’s red” 
  

 
(308) ænr 

anr 

KN 11-02 

  
 “green” citation form/also “it’s green” 
  

 
(309) tlly KN 11-02 

  
 “yellow” 
 this is also the name of a bitter wild fruit that is yellow.  There is no “yellow” vs “orange” 

distinction.  This is both yellow and orange.   There is no “yellowness” form (forms that exist for 
other colors) 

 
(310) br KN 11-02 

  - bor 
 “white” citation form/“it is white” 
 Same tones as “green” 

 
(311) rk KN 11-02 

  - rk 



 “black” citation form 
“It is black” 

  

 
(312) rkn  rkan KN 11-02 

 en - rk  - an 
 “blackness” 
 This form is grammatically possible but it is not really used.  Saningo couldn’t think of an 

example of a sentence where “blackness” would be used. 
 
(313) ndran KN 11-02 

 n -  - ran 
 “redness” 
  

 
(314) ænrd KN 11-02 

 ænri  d 
 “green-ness” 
  

 
(315) br KN 11-02 

 nk - br 
 “whiteness” 
  

 
(316) atrk ar KN 11-02 

 a  - t  - rk  nk - ar 
I    make  black        water 

 “ I make the water black” 
 causative of CVC Verb. 

 
(317) atrk ar 

atrk ar    fast version 

KN 11-02 

 a -  t -  rk -   nk - ar 
I    make  black   ?     water 

 I made the water black 
 The fast version is the same as “I make the water black” (315).  The tonal pattern is crucial. 

 
(318) atrkta ar KN 11-02 

 a  t     rk   ta  enk ar 



I  make   black    ita      water 

 “I am making the water black” 
  

 
(319) atnrdta KN 11-02 

 a -  t   -  nri   d - ta 
I      make   green   ?    ita 

 “I am making it green” 
 I am not sure where /d/ belongs, however there was also a /d/ in “green-ness” 

 
(320) trk  ar KN 11-02 

  - t - rk     nk ar 
It    ?    black     water 

 “The water became black” 
 Different tonal pattern on “water” 

 
(321) trk ar KN 11-02 

   -  t  -  rk     nk  ar 
he   make   black       water 

 “He made the water black” 
 As seen in previous forms // can reduce to //. 
 
(322) rk  ar KN 11-02 

  -  rk   -     nk -  ar 
It    black            water 

 “The water will become black” 
  

 
(323) rk  apa  ar KN 11-02 

   -  rk        apa        enk - ar 
it    black      long ago          water 

 “The water used to be black” 
“The water was black a long time ago” 

 NB: position of long ago. 

 
(324) nda  ar 

nd ar 

KN 11-02 

 nda  ar 
That   water 

 “That water” 
  



 
(325) na ar KN 11-02 

  

 “This water” 
  

 
(326) knda  ariak KN 11-02 

  

 “Those bodies of water” arE-ariak 
  

 
Insert files 
 
Proper names 
 
(327) 
 

thobiko BIL 
11.04 

 male name 

 
( 328) natobiko BIL 

11.04 
 female name 
 
( 329) alais BIL 

11.04 
 male name 
 3 syllables 

 
( 330) ais BIL 

11.04 
 female name 
 
( 331) oloitu BIL 

11.04 
 male name 
 
( 332) sidai BIL 

11.04 
 female name 
 
 
Alienable possession 
 
( 333) n thobiko BIL 

11.04 
 n-kn    -thobiko    kine or  kn  or kine  

D.fem.sg-goat   POSS-Tobiko 



 ‘Tobiko’s goat’ 
 “I-” a possessive marker (preposition? morpheme?) E or I; feminine D? 

 
 
( 334) n natobiko BIL 

11.04 
 n-kn    -nathobiko 

D.fem.sg-goat   POSS-Natobiko 
 ‘Natobiko’s goat’ 
 • possessive marker “I-” 

• the possessive marker does not seem to vary according to the gender of the possessor (cf. ( 
333)) 

 
( 335) n ais BIL 

11.04 
 n-kn    -ais 

D.fem.sg-goat   POSS-Ngais 
 ‘Ngais’s goat’ 
 possessive marker “I-” 

 
Inalienable Possession 
 
( 336) dj BIL 

11.04 
 n-kdj 

D.fem.sg-leg 
 ‘a/the leg’ (also ‘small river’) 
 
 
( 337) dj thobiko BIL 

11.04 
 n-kdj   -thobiko 

D.fem.sg-leg  POSS-Tobiko 
  ‘Tobiko’s leg’ 
 the inalienable possession marker ‘I-‘ is the same as the alienable possesson marker (cf. ( 333)-

Error! Reference source not found.) 
 
( 338) () djk  BIL 

11.04 
 ()n-kdj   +k  

D.fem.pl-leg +PL  
 ‘legs’ 
 plural of ( 336) 

 
( 339) (/)djk n BIL 

11.04 
 ()n-kdj   +k n  

D.fem.pl-legPL POSS.3pl 
 ‘their legs’ 



 
( 340) (/)djk n BIL 

11.04 
 (()n-kdj   +k   n  

D.fem.pl-legPL     POSS.3sg 
 ‘his/her legs’ 
 
( 341) ithok         thobiko BIL 

11.04 
 n-kithok   -thobiko 

D.fem.sg-woman POSS-Tobiko 
 ‘Tobiko’s wife’ 
 
( 342) mbta BIL 

11.04 
 n-bta 

D.fem.sg-picture 
 ‘a/the picture’ 
 borrow from Swahili>English. Borrwed with b or p? Check demonstrative/ 

 
( 343) (/)mbtai BIL 

11.04 
 ()n-bta + i 

D.fem.pl-picturePL  (ATR harmony?) 
 ‘pictures’  
 
 
( 344) mbtai thobiko BIL 

11.04 
 n-bta    -thobiko 

D.fem.sg-picture POSS-Tobiko 
 ‘Tobiko’s picture’ 
  “I-” looks more like a genitive marker than a possessive marker, since the phrases above is 

ambiguous in the same way as the English translation. It can mean both (1) ‘pictures showing 
Tobiko’ and  (2) ‘pictures taken or owned by Tobiko’. 

 
 
WH- elements 
 
( 345)  ka BIL 

 11/4 
  
 Why/what 

 This word can mean “why” when used as a one word question, but inside a full wh-question, it 
must be followed by pee (look at next item). 

 
( 346) ka pee napta toret rsi [I’m not sure about the tones on resoi] BIL 

 11/4 
  ka pee   -nap-ta       toret rsi 



 what   pee  3sg-carry-prog    Toret    Resoy 

 Why is Toret carrying Resoy? 
 All the wh-questions we elicited have a L tone at the end, in contrast to yes/no questions which 

have a H tone at the end. 
 
( 347) k napta toret resi   BIL 

 11/4 
 k            -nap-ta     toret    resi 

Q-part.    3sg-carry-prog    Toret    Resoy 
 Is Toret carrying Resoy? 
 There is a H tone at the end of this question. Perhaps there is also a H tone after the verb. 

 
( 348) kai BIL 

 11/4 
 where 
 
( 349) kai napta toret resi BIL 

 11/4 
 kai       -nap-ta     toret    resoi 

where    3sg-carry-prog    Toret    Resoy 
 Where is Toret carrying Resoy? 
 
( 350)  n BIL 

 11/4 
 what 
 This word is related to the word for what/why ka, but we were unable to establish in what 

contexts each one would be used. 
 
( 351)  ka  napta  toret     

 

BIL 
 11/4 

   ka    -nap-ta         toret     
 what   3sg-carry-prog      Toret    

  What is Toret carrying? 
  

 Notice that the subject here does not have the tonal marking we have been assuming. 

 
 
“To give” 
 
( 352) irta            trt   rsi   in (or n?) BIL 

11/4 
 ∅-ir-ta        trt   rsi   n-kin 

3rd.sg-give-progr  Toret      Resoi    D.fem-goat 
 “Toret is giving Resoi a goat” 

  Does “give” belongs to I- initial Vs? (check with imperatives)  (yes, see class 11/11) 
notice that the sentence does not seem to have the usual low tone at the end (pattern which 
characterised all transitive affirmative sentences we had…) What are case forms of enkine 



[to check in class: in or n?] 
 
( 353) irta            trt    in       rsi  BIL 

11/4 
 ∅-ir-ta        trt   n-kin      rsi 

3rd.sg-give-progr  Toret       D.fem-goat   Resoi 
 “Toret is giving Resoi a goat” 

 meaning = ( 352); this reminds of  the English double-object construction, which alternates 
between a V-DP1-DP2 form and a V-DP2-toDP1 form; however there seems not to be any 
morhpological difference in the two DPs n-kin and rsi between the two constructions 

 
( 354) irta             in,                 trt rsi  BIL 

11/4 
 ∅-ir-ta        n-kin,                trt    rsi 

3rd.sg-give-progr  D.fem-goat   [pause]   Toret        Resoi 
 “Toret is giving Resoi a goat” 

 the meaning = ( 352); a pause between n-kin and trt required: Dislocation?  
Maa does not seem to allow the order V-DP2-SUBJ-DP1 with “give” ) Did you ask for a 
judgment?  Is the order in which the subject is separated from the verb is always a marked one? 

 
( 355) airta BIL 

11/4 
 a-ir-ta 

1st.sg-give-progr 
 “I’m giving […]” 
 
( 356) arta BIL 

11/4 
 a-ar-ta 

1st.sg-massage-progr 
 “I’m massaging […]” 
 we found this minimal pair (compare ( 355)). Check for imperative 

 
 
Coordination 
 
( 357) bta              nerarta BIL 

11/4 
 ∅-    b-ta     ne-    ∅-   ra (r)    -ta 

3rd.sg-hold-progr   and(?)-3rd.sg-look-r –ita 
 “he is holding it and looking at it” 
 Morpheme analysis? n+E+ingor+ita? 

again the two verbs pattern differently from most verbs we have encountered in the past 
Is the last r is epenthetic? Or is it a suffix? (directional?) 
the particle seems to be a coordinating particle (n also used with ‘want’ complementation) [insert 
crossref] 

 
( 358) ttn        tabolo BIL 

11/4 



 t- tn       ta-bolo 
sg.imp-sit         sg.imp-open 

 “sit and open it!” 
 here no coordinating particle seems to appear (compare ( 357))…two possible analyses: either 

imperatives do not need an overt coordination, or (possibly) the sentence is just the juxtaposition 
(but not the coordination) of two imperatives 

 
( 359) yawa BIL 

11/4 
 ∅-yawa 

sg.imp-take 
 “take it!” 
 this verb seems to belong to the class of I-initial verbs which do not use a t-prefix in forming the 

imperative.  is root awa? 
 
( 360) awa BIL 

11/4 
 -yawa 

3rd.sg-take 
 “he took it” 
 the glide in the root of the verb seems to disappear, and the first two sounds of this form 

constitute a (very short) diphtong 
the verb does not seem to differ morphologically between imperative and past indicative 
(however we should check the present form… I’m not sure whether we have it yet!) (?It does if 
you compare the two trannscriptions…) 
if we compare this form to ( 362) below, we can actually hypothesize that the prefix  marks only 
3rd person, whereas the singular/plural distinction is marked by a suffix 

 
( 361) ayawa BIL 

11/4 
 a-yawa 

1st.sg-take 
 “I took it” 
 
( 362) awata BIL 

11/4 
 -yawa-ta 

3rd-take-pl 
 “they took it” 
 this seems to be another of those (non-stative?) verbs which in the past mark the difference 

between singular and plural subject in all forms (we should check the whole paradigm, though…) 
 
( 363) kwata BIL 

11/4 
 ki-yawa-ta 

3rd-take-pl 
 “we took it” 
  

 
 



( 364) yawa         nilo                 abol BIL 
11/4 

 ∅-yawa     ne-∅-ilo           abol  (??n+-lo) 
sg.imp-take  and(?)-sg.imp-go   open 

 “take it and then open it” 
 the temporal-succession relation between the act of taking and the act of opening seems to be 

encoded by using a go+infinitive (?) form for the second verb…to check: is the second verb really 
a go+infinitive? (notice the absence of a complementizer between “go” and “open”) NB:this 
seems to be the first time we find the citation form that the dictionairy uses.  

 
 
(beware:Melissa ’s first try at morpheme analysis; 
 (see fith entry (5) below for Hilda’suggestions;  
yellow highlights” ATR inconsistencies ) 
 
vowel initial Ns. 
(365) ad MKN 11/9 

 -ad 
f.s.-house 

 (small) house 

  

 
 
(366) nda adi MKN 11/9 

 nda     adi 
that(f.s.) house 

 that (small) house 
  

 
(367) ld kumur   MKN 11/9 

 ld       kumur 
that(m.s.) log 

 that log 
 The /u/ in log may be // 
 
(368) l kuma 

     oikuma 
lkma 

MKN 11/9 

 l         kuma 
this(m.s.) tortoise 

 this tortoise 
 
(369) lana MKN 11/9 

 -l-  --ana 
s.m.-s-f.  .-arm 



 “he who has an arm” 
elephant 

 the /g/ may also be a /k/; the second // may also be an //: for future: compare with a diphtong; 
(I’ll wash) 

 
 (370) kana MKN 11/9 

 k-ana 
f.s.-arm 

 arm 
 the // sounded +ATR 
 
(371) nda !a!na MKN 11/9 

 nda    !a!na 
that(f.s.) arm 

 that arm 
 
(372) lokuna MKN 11/9 

 -   lokuna 
f.s.-head 

 head 
 
(373) nda lokuna MKN 11/9 

 nda    lokuna 
that(f.s.) head 

 that head 
 S. said that the /o/ in  lokuna was u-like 

the tone on the /u/ also sounded higher than in the rest of the lokuna, but that may be stress.   
 
(374) rpapt MKN 11/9 

 r-    papt 
m.p.-hair 

 hair 
 
(375) arpapta MKN 11/9 

 ar-   papt-a 
m.s.-hair-   suffix(?) 

 one hair 
  

 
 
(376) ld papta MKN 11/9 

 ld papta 
that (m.s.) hair-suffix(?) 



 that hair 
  

 
(377) naarpapt MKN 11/9 

 n-aar-papt 
na-be?/D+ms-hair 

 she who has long hair; a nickname for a woman with long hair 
 morphological analysis unclear  she-of-hair? 

 
(378) laarpapt MKN 11/9 

 l-aar-papt 
l-m.s.-hair 

 he who has long hair; a nickname for a man with long hair 
  

 
(379) llkuna MKN 11/9 

 l--lkuna 
l-fs-head 

 he who has a big head; a nickname for a man with a big head 
  

 
(380) lorono MKN 11/9 

 l-or-ono 
l-ms-bald 

 “baldy” 
  

 
(381) olorono MKN 11/9 

 ol-   or-  ono 
m.s.-m.s.-bald 

 he who is bald 
 this is the same construction as “he who has an arm” for elephant in (369). 

 
(382) lala MKN 11/9 

 l-   ala 
m.p.-tooth 

 teeth 
 E not I?  

 
(383) alala MKN 11/9 

 al-   ala- 



m.s.-tooth-suffix(?) 

 tooth 
  

 
(384) ld ala MKN 11/9 

 ld ala- 
that   tooth-suffix(?) 

 that tooth 
  

 
(385) kld ala MKN 11/9 

 kld ala 
those  teeth 

 those teeth 
 this has different tones from (384), it should be done again 

 
(386)  MKN 11/9 

 - 
f.s.- eye 

 eye 
  

 
(387) k MKN 11/9 

 -- k 
f.p.-eye-suffix 

 eyes 
 The palatalized nasal corresponds to the “ny” in the informal orthography. 

 
(388) nda o MKN 11/9 

 nda     o 
that(f.s.) eye 

 that eye 
 there are two low tones on “eye” when this is said quickly 

 
(389) knda kh MKN 11/9 

 knda     -kh 
those(f.p.) eye-suffix 

 those eyes 
  

 
(390) ume MKN 11/9 

 



 -kume 
f.s.-nose 

 nose 
  

 
(391) ume MKN 11/9 

 -   kume- 
f.p.-nose-   suffix 

 eyes 
  or  
 
(392) nda kume MKN 11/9 

 nda     kume 
that(f.s.) nose 

 that nose 
  

 
(393) knda kume MKN 11/9 

 knda     kume- 
those(f.p.) noses-  suffix 

 those noses 
  

 
(394) lewume MKN 11/9 

 lew--  kume 
l-ew-f.s.-nose 

 “big nose”; nickname for a man with a large nose 
 tones? 

 
(395) newume MKN 11/9 

 new--  kume 
new-f.s.-nose 

 “big nose”; nickname for a woman with a large nose – not really used 
  

 
(396) lk MKN 11/9 

 l---k 
l-f.p.-eye-suffix  rather ? l--ng- 

 “big eye”; a nickname for a man with big eyes 
  

 



(397) nk MKN 11/9 

 n---k 
n-f.p.-eye-suffix  ?? na---ng- 

 “big eye”; a nickname for a woman with big eyes 
  

 
(398) laalala MKN 11/9 

 laa-l-     ala 
laa-m.p.-tooth    l-V+---l-ala 

 “big tooth”; a nickname for a man with big teeth 
  

 
(399) naalala MKN 11/9 

 naa-l-     ala 
naa-m.p.-tooth 

 “big tooth”; a nickname for a woman with big teeth 
  

 
(400) laalala MKN 11/9 

 laa-l-     ala 
laa-m.p.-tooth 

 “big tooth”; another name for elephant (refers to the tusks) 
  

 
(401) tokh  MKN 11/9 

 -tokh  
f.s.-mouth 

 mouth 
 no tones were recorded; transcribed as  -tk  (Emily) (insert crossref) 
 
(402) lwtkh  MKN 11/9 

 lw--tkh  
lw-f.s.-mouth 

 “big mouth”; a nickname for a man with a big mouth 
  

 
(403) nwtkh  MKN 11/9 

 nw--tkh  
nw-f.s.-mouth 

 “big mouth”; a nickname for a woman with a big mouth 



  

 
POSSESSIVES (H. changed some glosses below, but not all) 
 
( 404) 
 

atadi         dj      n 11.09 class 
I 

 a- ta-di   n-kdj  -n 
1sg-past-see D.fem.sg-leg his/her.fem.sg 

 “I saw her/his leg”  check verb form for see/ send in i? but in a in ( 407)?)  
 
( 405) 
 

atadi        djkh     nana 11.09 class 
I 

 a- ta-di   n-kdjkh  - na-      na  
1sg-past-see sf.-leg-pl         sg-his/her-fem.pl (?morphological analysis) 

 “I saw her/his legs” 
 • The final stop of the plural suffix is always aspirated. 

• 3sg possessive pronoun agrees in number and gender with the possessee. 
 
( 406) 
 

atadi        mbra    n 11.09 class 
I 

 a- ta- di   n-bra    - n 
1sg-past-see. D.fem.sg-ball his/her.fem.sg 

 “I saw her/his ball” 
 No difference between alienable and inalienable possession (cf. ( 333), ( 334)).  

 
( 407) 
 

tada ldia la 11.09 class 
I 

 - ta- da  l-dia    l-a 
3sg- past-see. D.masc.sg-dog ms-my 

 “He/she saw my dog” 
 
( 408) 
 

tada              ildiain  lanei or lan 11.09 class 
I 

 - ta-da   il-diain             l-a-nei 
3sg- past-see.    pl.ms-dog-pl      ms-my.pl 

 “He/she saw my dogs” 
 1sg possessive pronoun too agrees in number and gender with the possessee 

 
 ( 409) 
 

tada ldia lino 11.09 class 
I 

 - ta-da  l-dia    l-ino 
3sg- past-see. D.masc.sg-dog ms-you(sg) 

 “He/she saw your dog” 
  

 



( 410) 
 

tada ildiain linono 11.09 class 
I rev 

 - ta-da  il-diain    li-no-no 
3sg- past-see. D.masc.pl-dog ms-you-pl 

 “He/she saw your dogs” 
 2 sg possessive pronoun too agrees in number and gender with the possessee. 

 
( 411) 
 

tada ldia ln 11.09 class 
I  

 - ta-da   l-dia   l-n 
3sg- past-see.       sg.ms-dog ms-his/her.sg 

 “He/she saw his/her dog” 
 
( 412) 
 

tada ildiain lnana 11.09 class 
I rev 

 - ta- da  il-            diain    l-na-na 
3sg- past-see. pl.masc.- dog+pl his/her.masc.pl 

 “He/she saw his/her dogs” 
 
( 413) 
 

tada ldia la 11.09 class 
I 

 - tada   l-dia   l-a 
3sg- past-see. sg.ms-dog ms-our 

 “He/she saw our dog” 
 
( 414) 
 

tada ildiain la 11.09 class 
I 

 - tada    il-diain     l-a 
3sg- past-see. D.masc.pl-dogs ms-our. 

 “He/she saw our dogs” 
 1pl possessive pronoun agrees with the possessee only in gender, not in number.  

 
( 415) 
 

tada ldia lii 11.09 class 
I 

 - ta-da  l-dia    l-ii 
3sg- past-see. D.masc.sg-dog your.PL.masc.sg 

 “He/she saw your dog” 
 
( 416) 
 

tada ildiain lii 11.09 class 
I 

 - ta-da  il-diain    l-ii 
3sg-past-see  D.masc.pl-dogs your.PL.masc.pl 

 “He/she saw our dogs” 
 2pl possessive pronoun agrees with the possessee only in gender, not in number.  

 



( 417) 
 

tada ldia ln 11.09 class 
I 

 - ta-da  l-dia    l-n 
3sg-past-see D.masc.sg-dog l-their.PL.masc.sg 

 “He/she saw their dog” 
  

 
( 418) 
 

tada ildiain ln 11.09 class 
I 

 - ta-da  il-diain    l-n 
3sg-past-see  D.masc.pl-dogs ms-their 

 “He/she saw their dogs” 
 No number, but only gender agreement between the possessee and 1pl possessor  

 
( 419) 
 

kolino l ? 11.09 class 
I 

 k-o-     lino       l 
Q-msD-ms-yours this (Q = interrogative marker) 

 “Is this yours?” 
 
( 420) 
 

kalalai l ? 11.09 
class 
I 

 ka- lalai  l 
Q-is-mine this  

 “Is this mine?” 
 
( 421) 
 

kln l ? 11.09 
class 
I 

 k-ln  l 
Q-is-his/hers this  

 “Is this his/hers?” 
 
( 422) 
 

mn (l)alayeni 11.09 class 
I 

 mn   (l)-al-ayeni 
father of-the-boy 

 “the boy’s father” 
 • No determiner prefix in “mn” 

• The genitive marker (gender agreement marker with the possessee?) on the possessor “l-” is 
optional, even if Saningo seems to prefer the form without it. 

• “mn lai” (father my, ‘my father’) is not possible. 
 
( 423) 
 

ldia lalayeni 11.09 class 
I 

 l-dia  l-al-aye-ni 
the-dog of-the-boy 



 “the boy’s dog” 
 • The possesses (“-dia”) must have a determiner prefix and the possessor must have the 

genitive marker (gender ageement marker with the possessee?). 
 
( 424) 
 

papa lai 11.09 class 
I 

 papa  l-ai 
dad  ms-my 

 “my dad” 
 
 
 
 ( 425) 
 

kaai MB 
11/9 

 ka+ai 
Q+who 

 Who is it? (could it be k+ a+ ngai ?) 

  

 
 
( 426) 
 

nan MB 
11/9 

 personal pronoun-1st sing 
 It's me. (As an answer to 'Who is it') 
  

 
( 427) 
 

kalo MB 
11/9 

 ka+lo 
Q+determiner-masc.sing. 

 which one (masc)? 
 The wh-word for a which+noun question agrees in gender and number with the noun. We need to 

check the tones for this word. 
 
( 428) 
 

kaa MB 
11/9 

 ka+a 
Q+(?)-fem.sing 

 which one (fem)? 
 The wh-word for a which+noun question agrees in gender and number with the noun. We need to 

determine which morphemes make up this word. 
 
( 429) 
 

kalo ayeni MB 
11/9 

 ka+lo                                  aye+ni 
Q+determiner-masc.sing.      boy-sg 

 Which boy? 



 The wh-word for a which+noun question agrees in gender and number with the noun. Notice that 
the word for boy here doesn't have a definite article prefix (maybe because there's already a 
prefix in the question word). 

 
( 430) 
 

kaa (t)ito MB 
11/9 

 ka+a                  (t)ito 
Q+(?)-fem.sing    girl 

 Which girl? 
 The wh-word for a which+noun question agrees in gender and number with the noun. The word 

for boy here doesn't have a definite article prefix either (maybe this indicates that the morpheme 
that combines with ka to make the wh-word is (related to) the definite article. 

 
( 431) 
 

kaka ayook MB 
11/9 

 ka+ka        ay+ook 
Q+(?)-pl       boy-pl 

 Which boys? 
 In the plural, there is no gender distinction for the wh-word. We need to determine which 

morphemes make up this wh-word. Cf demonstratives ku+na) 
 
( 432) 
 

kaka     toye MB 
11/9 

 ka+ka        toye 
Q+(?)-pl       girl-pl 

 Which girls? 
 In the plural, there is no gender distinction for the wh-word. We need to determine which 

morphemes make up this wh-word. 
 
( 433) 
 

kaai napta toret MB 
11/9 

 ka+ai   - nap-ta            toret 
Q+who   3rd-carry-progr.    Toret-subj. 

 Who is Toret carrying? 
 Notice that the word Toret as a subject here doesn't have the usual HH tones, maybe because it's 

phrase final.  
 
( 434) 
 

kalo ayeni napta toret MB 
11/9 

    ka+lo                 aye+ni         - nap-ta            toret 
Q+ D-masc.sing.      boy-sg         3rd-carry-progr.    Toret-subj.   
               

 Which boy is Toret carrying? 
 Check tones on "kalo" 

 
( 435) 
 

kaai nanapta toret MB 
11/9 

 ka+ai   na-nap-ta                      toret 



Q+who   fem(3rd?)-carry-progr.    Toret-obj. 
 Who(fem) is carrying Toret? 
 Check tones on the verb. Notice here that the gender of the subject (feminine) is not marked on 

the wh-word, but on the verb. Also note that Toret's tonal pattern in this example (as an object) is 
indistinguishable from the previous example in which it was a subject. 
Subject is questioned 

 
( 436) 
 

kaai anapta toret MB 
11/9 

 ka+ai      a-nap-ta                      toret 
Q+who   masc(3rd?)-carry-progr.    Toret-obj. 

 Who(masc) is carrying Toret? 
 NB: a not E 

Check tones on the verb. Also check whether the first vowel on the verb is correct. The 
difference between this example and the previous one is the gender of the subject (here it's 
masculine). 

 
( 437) 
 

anu MB 
11/9 

  

 when 
 We don't know yet in which context this word is used. 

 
( 438) 
 

kanu nap toret rsi MB 
11/9 

 k+anu +nap toret rsi 
Q+when 3rd+carry Toret-subj Resoi-obj 

 When will Toret carry Resoi? 
 Note that we don't really know the form of the question particle: is it ka, ke, or k? 

 
( 439) 
 

taata nap toret rsi MB 
11/9 

 taata        +nap     toret       rsi 
tomorrow    3rd+carry Toret-subj Resoi-obj 

 Tomorrow Toret will carry Resoi. 
 Notice that the word tomorrow can occur anywhere in this sentence: at the beginning, or after the 

first, second, third words. 
Is this the answer to ( 438)? 

 
( 440) 
 

nap rsi nba MB 
11/9 

 +nap     rsi    n-ba 
3rd-carry  Resoi   "when"-3rd-get here 

 He'll carry Resoi when he gets here. 
 We don't know the nature of the word for "when" in this sentence. Check the tones on the last 

word. 
 



( 441) 
 

ba MB 
11/9 

 -ba 
3rd-get here 

 He'll get here 
 Is this a real future?  

We need to establish why there is a change in tonal pattern between this verb and the form "when 
he gets here" in the previous example (if there is no transcription error, that is). 

 
( 442) 
 

nap  rsi nin tnba MB 
11/9 

 +nap     rsi     nin                            t-n-ba 
3rd-carry  Resoi   pers.pron-3rd-sg           "when"-3rd-get here 

 Resoi will carry him when he gets here. 
 Notice that the two personal pronouns are correferential here (i.e., "he" and "him" refer to the 

same person. is this the only possibility? We need to establish the make-up of the last word. 
 
( 443) 
 

napta toret ine ()rsi 
 

MB 
11/9 

 - nap-ta           toret         -ine          (/)-rsi 
3rd-carry-progr   Toret-subj   def.fem.-goat      poss.fem.-Resoi 

 Toret is carrying Resoi's goat  
  

 
( 444) 
 

napta toret ldia lrsi 
 

MB 
11/9 

 - nap-ta           toret             ldia           l-rsi 
3rd-carry-progr   Toret-subj   def.masc.-dog   poss.masc-Resoi 

 Toret's carrying Resoi's dog 
  

 
 
( 445) attna ERA 11/09 

 1s-ta-sit-a 
 I sat 

 we elicited these forms to make sure the past tense is the same as the imperative with respect to 
ATR harmony (NB: but in imperative final V is not a but ) 

 
( 446) atsda ERA 11/09 

 1s-ta-follow-a 
 I followed 
  



 
( 447) atabolo ERA 11/09 

 1s-ta-open-o 
 I opened 
  

 
( 448) atuturo ERA 11/09 

 1s-ta-dig-o 
 I dug 
  

 
( 449) atokito ERA 11/09 

 1s-ta-scrape-o 
 I scraped 
  

 
( 450) ndotoni ERA 11/09 

 2p-ta-sit-i 
 you (pl) sit! 
 the t in “ta” is voiced to d after the nasal; the vowel harmonizes.  note the final vowel, which is 

not present for all plural imperatives.   Perhaps we heard the vowels incorrectly as +ATR 
(compare with the past tense, above (1)) Let’s check! 

 
( 451) ndsud ERA 11/09 

 2p-ta-follow 
 you (pl) follow! 
 no final vowel 

 
( 452) ndsdak ERA 11/09 

 2p-ta-follow-a-k 
                       - ?- you-me 

 you (pl) follow me! 
 NB: note position of you-me morpheme  

 
( 453) ndabol ERA 11/09 

 2p-ta-open 
 you (pl) open! 
 How far to the left does ATR harmony go? 

 
( 454) ndutur ERA 11/09 

 2p-ta-dig 



 you (pl) dig! 
  

 
( 455) ndokit ERA 11/09 

 2p-ta-scrape 
 you (pl) scrape! 
  

 
( 456) rad ERA 11/09 

 2p-lay down- 
 you (pl) lay [it] down! 
 apparently vowel initial roots do not have the “n-ta” for the plural imperative 

what exactly is difference with 2nd person singular imperatives  vs  ?[insert crossref] 
 
( 457) sda ERA 11/09 

 2p-wash-a 
 you (pl) wash [it]! 
  

 
( 458) ra ERA 11/09 

 2p-look at-a 
 you (pl) look at [it]! 
  

 
( 459) aya ERA 11/09 

 1s-take 
 I will take [it] 
  

 
( 460) ya ERA 11/09 

 2s-take 
 you (sg) will take [it] 
  

 
( 461) ya ERA 11/09 

 3s-take 
 he will take [it] 
  

 
( 462) kya ERA 11/09 



 1p-take 
 we will take [it] 
  

 
( 463) yaya ERA 11/09 

 2p-redup.-take 
 you (pl) will take [it] 
  

 
( 464) ayawa ERA 11/09 

 1s-take-w-past 
 I took it 
 the glide /w/ appears after the root when a vowel suffix is added 

 
( 465) kwata ERA 11/09 

 1p-wa-ita 
 we took it 
 kyawa is an alternate form, but sanino ave kwata first.   this alternation is only possible  

with the plural forms.  apparently wa is a different stem[?] 
 
( 466) wata ERA 11/09 

 2p-wa-ita 
 you (pl) took [it] 
 yawa is an alternate form 
 
Files to be inserted…. 
 
( 467) 
 

m 11/16 MK 

 m       
go          V (vowel in singular imperative) 

 You-sg. go!  Imperative 

 Neither imperative or past of /m/ show up with /ta/.  Bisyllabic imperatives have HL tonal 
pattern 

 
 
( 468) 
 

aloito 11/16 MK 

 a                     lo     ito 
1st sg. subject.      go       present continuous 

 I am going 



  

 
( 469) 
 

am 11/16 MK 

 a        m    
1st sg.  go      V(vowel in past) 

 I went 
 Both the 2nd singular imperative and forms of the past tense end in a vowel.  Sometimes the 

vowel is a copy of the vowel in the root.   
 
( 470) 
 

ntm / antm 11/16 MK 

 n                       m 
2nd pl. imperative.     go        

 You-pl go!  imperative. 
 /a/ or // in initial syllable are both correct. /t/ after nasal, // intervocalic.  Same alternation of 

// that was found after /l/.  There is not a final vowel in the 2nd plural imperative, as there was in 
the second singular. 

 
( 471) 
 

mam 11/16 MK 

 ma                       m 
1st pl. imperative         go 

 Let’s go! 
 Saningo says that people use this form but it is not correct.  According to Saningo, the correct 

form is /maape/.  Hilda has suggested that /ma/ could be a subjunctive marker. 
 
( 472) 
 

maape 11/16 MK 

 ma                                ape 
1st pl. imperative             go 

 Let’s go 
 The paradigm for “go” has three different verbal roots:  /m/, /lo/, /ape/.   

Trisyllabic imperatives have a HLL tonal pattern. 
 
( 473) 
 

alo 11/16 MK 

 a           lo 
1st sg.     go 

 I will go 
  

 
( 474) 
 

edoki resoi alayeni mm 11/16 MK 

 e         do     ki   resoi       al             ayeni      m                 m    
3rd sg.     say    -   ki    Resoi        masc.sing.    boy          ma?      3rd sg.       go      V 

 Resoi tells the boy to go 



 /ki/ applied suffix.  Could it just be subject-object clitic “3rd subject/ 3rd object”?  Could /m/ be 
/ma+/: subjunctive marker + 3rd singular subject clitic.  “go” again shows up with the final 
vowel that is found in the 2nd sg. imperative and the past tense.   

 
( 475) 
 

kwata 11/16 MK 

 kwt  a 
go      V(typical of imperative) 

 You-sg run! imperative 
 I think that  this /a/ is underlying // but is lower due to the final /a/.  This verb begins in a 

consonant but does not show /ta/ in the imperative or the past tense.  Past and imperative both 
have final /a/.  In this case the final vowel is not a copy of the root, which is /kwt/. 

 
( 476) 
 

akwt 11/16 MK 

 a        kwt 
1st sg.   run 

 I will run 
  

 
( 477) 
 

akwtta 11/16 MK 

 a       kwt   ta 
1st sg.  run       present continuous 

 I am running 
  

 
( 478) 
 

kwt / akwt 11/16 MK 

                             kwt 
2nd pl. imperative              run 

 You-pl run! imperative 
 Here again  /a/ and // are both correct.  No final vowel as in the 2nd sg. imperative. 
 
( 479) 
 

makwt 11/16 KM 

 ma                       kwt 
1st pl. imperative         go 

 Let’s go! 
 No final vowel as in the 2nd sg. imperative 

 
( 480) 
 

akw:ta 11/16 KM 

 a      kwt    a 
1st sg.  run       V 

 I ran. 



 We heard a different vowel in the stem /kwt/ than we heard in “I  will run” /akwt/.  Possibly 
longer.   Consonant initial stem but no /ta/.  Final vowel is not a copy of the stem. 

 
( 481) 
 

edoki resoi alayeni mkw:ta 11/16 

 e        do   resoi   al    ayeni  m           kwt    a 
3rd st.    say    Resoi   the    boy      ma  3rd sg.    kwt     V 

 Resoi tells the boy to run 
  

 
( 482) 
 

endalep / andalep 11/16 MK 

 en                              ta                     lep 
2nd pl in imperative      imperative         milk 

 You-pl milk it! 
 This is another case where both /a/ and /e/ are correct.  However the feminine singular /ndito/ 

cannot be /andito/, therefore , the /a/ , /e/ variation may be limited to these allomorphs. 
No final vowel 

 
( 483) 
 

aor 11/16 MK 

 a              or 
1st sg.           strangle 

 I strangle it 
 Maasai strangle animals, such as goats, in order to kill them. 

 
( 484) 
 

taoro 11/16 MK 

 ta                                gor                  o 
ta-2nd imperative            strangle            V(2nd imperative) 

 You-sg. strangle it! 
 Final vowel is a copy of the root. [+ATR] 

 
( 485) 
 

ndaor / andaor 11/16 MK 

 n                         ta   or 
2nd pl. in imperatives    ta    strangle 

 You-pl strangle it! imperative 
 2nd pl. imperative does not end in vowel. 

 
( 486) 
 

mataor 11/16 MK 

 ma ta gor 
 Let’s strangle it! 
 1st pl. imperative does not end in vowel. 

 



( 487) 
 

ataoro 11/16 MK 

 a       ta    or       o 
1st sg. past  strangle    V(typical of past) 

 I strangled it.  Final vowel is a copy of the root. 
  

 
( 488) 
 

aorito 11/16 MK 

 a          or      ito 
1st sg.  strangle   present continuous. 

 I am strangling it 
  

 
( 489) 
 

edoki resoi alayeni mtaoro  

 e          do  ki   resoi    al                ayeni  m             ta   or        o 
3rd sg.   say   ki    Resoi   masc. sing.      boy    ma  3rd sg.    ta   strangle    V 

 resoi told the boy to strangle it. 
  

 
( 490) 
 

aliki 11/16 MK 

 a         liki 
1st sg.  tell 

 I will tell (him) 
 applied suffix? –k? 

 
( 491) 
 

atolikio 11/16 MK 

 a         to     liki    o 
1st sg.  ta    tell     V (same type vowel as all past tense verbs) 

 I told (him) 
 /a liki/ “to tell”,  /a miki/ “to deny”.  These verbs conjugate in the same way.  Final vowel  /o/ is 

not a copy of the stem. 
 
( 492) 
 

alikito 11/16 MK 

 a           liki     ito 
1st sg.   tell     present continuous 

 I am telling him. 
  

 
( 493) 
 

toliki 11/16 MK 

 to                            liki      
ta-2nd imperative    tell      

 You-sg. tell him! 



  

 
( 494) 
 

endoliki / andoliki 11/16 MK 

 en                         to      liki 
2nd pl imperative    ta      tell 

 You-pl tell him! 
 /a/ and /e/ are both correct.  4 syllable imperatives:  HLLH tonal pattern.(bisyllabic HL, 

trisyllabic HLL). 
 
( 495) 
 

matoliki 11/16 MK 

 ma to liki 

 Let’s tell him! 
  

 
( 496) 
 

edoki resoi alayeni mtoliki 11/16 MK 

 e       do  ki  resoi   al  ayeni   m          to  liki 
3rd sg. say  ki  Resoi  the boy      ma  3rd sg.  ta  liki 

 Resoi tells the boy to tell (him). 
  

 
( 497) 
 

ani 11/16 MK 

 a      ni 
1st g. hear 

 I will hear 
 /ni/ is the root of “Saningo” which means “the one who is heard”.  Saningo told us that babies 

are not named when they are born.  For the first 3-6 months they don’t have a name.  Then, when 
they are 3-6 months, they have a party and name the baby.  The names are not related to the 
religion.  Babies are named after elders, or grandparents.  However, people don’t really use their 
official name.  They use nicknames, which tell more about the person.   

 
( 498) 
 

atonio 11/16 MK 

 a       to    ni    o 
1st sg. ta     hear    V 

 I heard it 
 Final vowel is not a copy of the root. 

 
( 499) 
 

aniito 11/16 MK 

 a       ni   ito 
1st sg. hear  ito 

 I am hearing it 
 // becomes palatal // between two high front vowels. 
 



( 500) 
 

tonio 11/16 MK 

 to    ni    o 
ta    hear     (vowel in imperatives and past) 

 You hear? 
 I don’t have tones.  Final vowel not a copy of the root. 

 
( 501) 
 

entoni / antoni 11/16 MK 

 en                       to   ni 
2nd pl. imperative    ta   hear 

 You-pl hear! 
 /e/, /a/ alternation.  I don’t have tones. 

 
( 502) 
 

matoni 11/16 MK 

 ma to ni 
      ta  hear 

 Let’s hear! 
 I don’t have tones. 

 
( 503) 
 

edoki mtonio 11/16 MK 

 e         do ki  m           to   ni     o 
3rd sg.  say  ki   ma 3rd sg.  ta   hear      o(vowel in imperatives and past) 

 She tells him to hear. 
 I don’t have tones. 

 
( 504) 

an:a 
11/16 K 
class 

 a      na 
1st sg. eat 

 I will eat. 
  

 
( 505) 
 

anata 11/16 K 
class 

 a        na   ta 
1st sg.  eat   ita 

 I am eating 
  

 
( 506) 
 

ataama ndaa 11/16 K 
class 

 a        ta     am    a                      n  daa 
1st sg.  ta       eat   a(vowel of past)   the  food 



 I ate the food. 
 Final vowel of the imperative is the same as the vowel in the root.  /d/ is voiced in the UR of 

food. 
 
( 507) 
 

taama 11/16 K 
class 

 ta                        am   a 
ta imperative      eat   V 

 You-sg. eat it! imperative 
  

 
( 508) 
 

ndaam / andaam 11/16 K 
class 

 n                        ta                     am 
2nd pl. imperative    ta imperative          eat 

 You-pl eat it! imperative 
  

 
( 509) 
 

nnasa 11/16 K 
class 

          nasa 
2nd sg.  eat 

 You eat. 
 /inasa/, /ina/ and /am/ are all roots for “eat” 

 
( 510) 
 

mataam 11/16 K 
class 

 ma                             ta                      am 
 1st pl. imperative      ta-imperative   eat 

 Let’s eat! 
  

 
( 511) 
 

edoki mtaama 11/16 K 
class 

 e         do ki  m            ta               am   a 
3rd sg.  say  ki   ma  3rd sg.  ta-imperative eat  a(vowel in imperative and past) 

 She tells him to eat it. 
  

 
( 512) 
 

nnana 11/16 K 
class 

                 na   na 
2nd person   eat   RED for 2nd plural 

 You all eat. 
  

 
( 513) 
 

ak 11/16 K 
class 



 a        k(n?) 
1st sg.  do 

 I will do it. 
 Should this word end with an /n/? 

 
( 514) 
 

aknta 11/16 K 
class 

 a       kn  ta 
1st sg. do      present continuous 

 I am doing it. 
  

 
( 515) 
 

akna 11/16 K 
class 

 a       kn  a 
1st sg. do      V 

 I did it. 
 
( 
516) 
 

kna 11/16 K 
class 

           kn   a 
2nd sg.   do      V 

 You-sg. do it! imperative 
 //, syllabic /n/ alternation that occurs in 2nd sg. and 1st plural.   Final vowel is not a copy of the 

root. 
 
( 
517) 
 

kna 11/16 K 
class 

                      kn  a 
2nd pl-imperative   do     V 

 You-pl. do it! imperative 
 Most 2nd plural imperatives did not end in a vowel.  Is this vowel some how part of the root? 

 
( 
518) 
 

makna 11/16 K 
class 

 ma kn  a 
ma  do      V 

 Let’s do it! 
 Here again there is a final vowel, which is not usually present in the 1st pl. imperative. 

 
( 
519) 
 

edoki mkna 11/16 K 
class 

 e         do  ki  m           kn    a 



3rd sg.  say  ki  ma  3rd sg.  do       V 

 She tells him to do it. 
  

 
( 520) 
 

aipot 11/16 K 
class 

 a        ipot 
1st sg.  call 

 I will call him 
  

 
 
( 521) 
 

aipotito 11/16 K 
class 

 a       ipot      ito 
1st sg. call        present continuous 

 I will call him 
  

 
( 522) 
 

aipoto 11/16 K 
class 

 a         ipot     o 
1st sg.    call      V 

 I called him. 
 Here the final vowel is a copy of the vowel in the root. 

 
( 523) 
 

mboto 11/16 K 
class 

 ipot    o 
call     V 

 You-sg. call (him)! imperative 
 /i/ and syllabic nasal alternation.  In the case the root initial vowel alternates with the syllabic 

nasal.(subject clitic is not present in the 2nd sg. imperative).  The final vowel is a copy of the 
vowel in the root. 
We were not sure about tones in class.  However, imperatives have HLL tonal pattern in general. 

 
( 524) 
 

emboto / amboto 11/16 K 
class 

 en                          ipot    o 
en                          mpot  o 
2nd pl. imperative  call   V 

 You-pl call him! imperative 
 Here the 2nd plural imperative ends in a vowel, like in /kna/.  In many other 2nd pl. imperative 

and 1st plural imperatives there was no final vowel. 
 
( 525) 
 

maipoto 11/16 K 
class 

 ma                       ipot  o 



1st pl-imperative      call   V 

 Let’s call him! 
 Again, this form ends in a vowel, which is not usually the case with 1st pl. imperatives. 

 
( 526) 
 

at 11/16 K 
class 

 a        t 
1st sg. point 

 I will point. 
  

 
( 527) 
 

atta 11/16 k 
class 

 a        t      ta 
1st sg. point  present continuous 

 I am pointing  
  

 
( 528) 
 

aur 11/16 k 
class 

 a        ur 
1st sg.  redirect 

 I will redirect. 
  

 
( 529) 
 

aurito 11/16 k 
class 

 a        ur         ito 
1st sg.  redirect  present continuous 

 I am redirecting. 
  

 
( 530) 
 

atuuro 11/16 k 
class 

 a        tu ur  o 
1st sg.  ta  ur  V 

 I redirected/ I sent back. 
 The final vowel is not a copy of the vowel in the root, as was the case in many past tense forms. 

 
( 531) 
 

tuuro 11/16 k 
class 

 tu                            ur              o 
ta-2nd sg. imperative     redirect        V 

 You-sg. redirect! imperative 
  

 



( 532) 
 

entuur / antuur 11/16 k 
class 

 en                      tu  ur 
2nd pl. imperative   ta   ur 

 You-pl. redirect !  imperative 
 No final vowel in this form. 

 
( 533) 
 

ndt / andt 11/16 k 
class 

 n                        t      t 
2nd pl. imperatives   ta     point 

 You-pl point! imperative 
 We were not sure about the tone in class.  However, trisyllabic imperatives have HLL tonal 

pattern in general. 
 
( 534) 
 

mi uur 11/16 k 
class 

 mi     ur 
neg.  redirect 

 You-sg. don’t  redirect! imperative 
 I am not sure that I transcribed this right.  All other 2nd sg. imperatives end in a vowel, and the 

reduplicative form ends in a vowel.  /ta/ not present in the negative imperative. 
 
( 535) 
 

mi uru uru 11/16 k 
class 

 mi  ur          u   uru 
neg. redirect  V    RED 

 You-pl don’t redirect! imperative 
 It is interesting that in the negative the prefix /en/ is not present. 

 
 
 (536) 
 

ururu 11/16 k 
class 

           ur          ur    u 
2nd pl.   redirect   RED  V 

 You-pl redirect. 
 I would like to here this form again and get the form for the 2nd singular.  Based on the 1st person 

sg. they should be /iur/ and /iurur/. 
 
 
 ( 537) 
 

   atedo   asud RH class  
11/16 

 1sg-past-say  1sg-wash 
 I said that I will wash it. 

 Checking how subordinate clauses work. 
“atedjo” can also be translated as “believe” or “think” 

 
 



( 538) 
 

   atedo   atm RH class  
11/16 

 1sg-past-say  1sg-try 
 I said that I will try it. 
  

 
( 539) 
 

 atedo  sud RH class  
11/16 

 1sg-past-say  2sg-wash 
 I said that you will wash it. 

  

 
( 540) 
 

 atedo   tm RH class  
11/16 

 1sg-past-say  2sg-try 
 I said that you will try it. 
  

 
( 541) 
 

 atedo   esud RH class  
11/16 

 1sg-past-say  3-wash 
 I said that s/he/they will wash it. 

  

 
( 542) 
 

 atedo   tm RH class  
11/16 

 1sg-past-say  3try 
 I said that s/he/they will try it. 
  

 
 
 
( 543) 
 

atayolo RH class  
11/16 

 1sg-past-know 
 I came to know 
  

 
( 544) 
 

ayolo       elotu      n RH class  
11/16 

 1sg-know   3 come     here 
 I know he’s coming. 
  

 



( 545) 
 

  atolikio  rsoi RH class  
11/16 

 1sg-past-say-applied suff-past     resoi 
 I told Resoi 
 -li- is stem, -ki- is suffix which adds indirect object. 

 
( 546) 
 

nknaka ki RH class  
11/16 rev 

 imp do - k- you-me 
 Do it for me! 
 The –ki part is probably the you-me pronoun.  Is the ka- the same as the “ki” applied morpheme? 

Q: is ka: ki +imperative a? 
 
( 547) 
 

kiknaki RH class  
11/16 

 you-me  -  do-applied 
 You will do it for me. 
  

 
( 548) 
 

suda ki RH class  
11/16 

 imp  wash-  a  you-me 
 Wash me! 
  

 
( 549) 
 

ayw  nasuj RH class  
11/16 

 1sg-want     n-1sg – wash 
 I want to wash it. 
 “n” marks subordination.    “ayew” can be translated as “wanted” (Q: suj ore sud?) 

 
( 550) 
 

ayw  natm RH class  
11/16 

 1sg-want    n-1sg-try 
 I want to try it. 
  

 
( 551) 
 

 aayw              nsuj RH class  
11/16 

 1sg-2sg- want     n-2sg-wash 
 I want you to wash it. 
  

 
( 552) 
 

kiyw .... RH class  
11/16 



 you-me  - want 
 You want me to ... (didn’t write 2nd verb) 
 object raising.   “I” is subject of sub. clause, raises to object to get you-me marking on matrix 

verb. 
 
( 553) 
 

eyew  nesj RH class  
11/16 

 3 want    n-3sg-wash 
 He wants to wash it.    or 

He wants him to wash it. 
 dj orj?  

 
( 554) 
 

eyew  nalen  nelo RH class  
11/16 

 3 want   really    n-3sg-go 
 He really wants to go. 
  

 
( 555) 
 

alo  asd RH class  
11/16 

 1sg-go   inf-wash 
 I’ll go wash it 
 we were unsure about tones – downstepped high on U? 

the a- prefix may be the infinitive or citation form  - compare this with ( 556), ( 557), ( 558) 
 
( 556) 
 

elo  asd RH class  
11/16 

 3sg-go   inf-wash 
 He’ll go wash it. 
  

 
( 557) 
 

kipo  aisd RH class  
11/16 

 1pl-go   inf-wash 
 We’ll go wash it. 
 note that in the plural forms,  the a- prefix in “wash” has a high tone.  

Apparently a suppletive verb – singular uses “lo”,  plural  “po” 
 
( 558) pwo  asdj RH class  

11/16 
 3pl-go   inf-wash 
 They’ll go wash it. 
 not sure about “go” – maybe po, pwo, or  puo 

 
 



 ( 559) 
 

alo EAR 
11/16 

 1sg-go 
 I will go. 

 [+ATR} 

 
 
( 560) 
 

ilo EAR 
11/16 

 2sg-go 
 You will go. 
  

 
( 561) 
 

elo EAR 
11/16 

 3sg-go 
 S/he will go 
 * “they will go” – plural uses a different stem, see ( 564) 

 
( 562) 
 

kipo EAR 
11/16 

 1pl-go 
 We will go. 
  

 
( 563) 
 

ipopo    or    pp EAR 
11/16 

 2pl-go 
 You pl. will go 
 It sounded like –ATR vowels all of a sudden. 

 
( 564) 
 

epo EAR 
11/16 

 3pl- go 
 They will go 
 Q: no fall in tone? 

 
 
 
( 565) 
 

am EAR 
11/16 

 1sg-past   go 
 I went 
 different stem from present; Q:  a not a i 



 
( 566) 
 

m EAR 
11/16 

 2sg-past  go 
 You went 
  

 
( 567) 
 

m EAR 
11/16 

 3sg-past  go 
 S/he went 
 NB: different tonal pattern 3rd vs 1st and 2nd 

 
( 568) 
 

km    or     kmta EAR 
11/16 

 1pl-past  go  (progr) 
 We went 
 These two forms are completely interchangeable.  Only the plural forms can take the –ita suffix.   

 
( 569) 
 

imta    or  im  EAR 
11/16 

 2pl-  past  go 
 You pl. went 
  

 
( 570) 
 

mta   or   m EAR 
11/16 

 3pl-  past go 
 They went. 
  

 
( 571) 
 

m EAR 
11/16 

 go  imperative 
 Go! 
 The imperative uses the stem used in the past tense. Q: (is behaving like i-verbs, but i nowhere 

present…) 
 
( 572) 
 

ntm EAR 
11/16 

 pl-  go imp 
 You pl go! 
 t/  tS  variation 

 



( 573) 
 

aloito EAR 
11/16 

 1sg-go-prog 
 I am going 

 
( 574) 
 

kipoito EAR 
11/16 

 1pl-go-prog 
 We are going. 
 The progressive forms use the same stems as the simple:  lo for singular,  pwo for plural. 

The last low tone is lower than the first low tone. 
 
( 575) 
 

ipoitoto EAR 
11/16 

 2pl-go-prog 
 You pl are going 
  

 
( 576) 
 

aabolokito EAR 
11/16 

 aa          bol   o  k           ito 
I-you  - open-o-applied-progr 

 I am opening it for you. 
 The applied –ki- morpheme occurs inside the progressive morpheme  

Not sure about  -o- between stem and applied morpheme 
 
 
( 577) 
 

aaboloki EAR 
11/16 

 I-you  -open-o-applied 
 I will open it for you. 
 
 
 
 
( 578) aataboloko EAR 

11/16 
 I-you   - past-open-o-ko 
 I opened it for you 
 What is  “ko”?  Is it underlyingly ki-o:  applied + past  

 
 
( 579) ataboloko EAR 

11/16 
 1sg-open-o-ko 
 I opened it for him 
  



 
( 580) ataboloko  ndai EAR 

11/16 
 1sg-open-o-ko   you.pl 
 I opened it for you pl. 
  

 
( 581)  kibolokitoto EAR 

11/16 
 2pl-open-o-applied-prog-redup 
 You pl are opening it for me. 
 Compare 18 

 
( 582) 
 

kibolokiki EAR 
11/16 

 2sg-open-o-applied-redup 
 You pl will open it for me. 
 compare 19 

 
( 583) kiboloki EAR 

11/16 
 you-me-   open-o-applied 
 You sg will open it for me 
  

 
( 584) tabolokoki EAR 

11/16 
 imp-open-o-ko-  you-me 
 You sg open this for me! 
 -ko- again, like in 20, 21, 22.  ki  (you-me) appears after the imperative, not before. 

 
( 585) endabolokoki EAR 

11/16 
 2pl-imp-open-o-ko-ki 
 You pl open this for me! 
 Revise + check:  

don’t know what’s going on here.    Identical to sg imp. except en-prefix.  But in 26 I glossed the 
final morpheme –ki as “you-me” which it shouldn’t be here, since only 2sg triggers this, not 2pl. 
What is important is 1st sg object. We have forms with 2nd plural subject +first object which are 
realized as ki [insert crossref]   

 
( 586) kitabolokito EAR 

11/16 
 1pl-past-open-o-applied-tjo 
 We opened it for him 
 Not sure about the glosses.  Compare 20-22, not sure why ending is different 

maybe causative?  



 
( 587) aatabolokito EAR 

11/16 
 3-me -   past-open-o-applied-tjo 
 They opened it for me. 
 same note as 28 

 
( 588) aatabolokoki EAR 

11/16 
 3-me  -past-open-o-ko-applied 
 It had been opened for me 
  

 
( 589) teyra EAR 

11/16 
 imp-cook 
 Cook! 
  

 
( 590) ayr EAR 

11/16 
 1sg-cook 
 I cook 
  

 
( 591) iyeriyeri EAR 

11/16 
 2pl-cook-redup 
 You pl cook 
 ATR? E? i?  

 
( 592) aayraki EAR 

11/16 
 I-you – cook-a-applied 
 I cook for you 
 ATR harmony? E and i?  

 
( 593) aayrakta EAR 

11/16 
 I-you  -cook-a-applied-prog 
 I am cooking for you. 
  

 
Forms that share /a/ in root: /ara/         “to be” 

/ak/     “to become” 
  /ata/          “to have” 



 
( 594) aak 11/30 km 

 a           ak 
1st sg.       become 

  I become 

 The initial /a/ is long with a long high tone.  There were two whistles for the whole word. 
What is the syntactic context?  Is become: will be? tall/ a doctor?  

 
 
( 595) ak 11/30 km 

       ak 
2nd sg.  become 

 You become 
 Here there were 3 whistles.  Saningo had the impression that there is a “y” between the first two 

vowels:  [ak] 
 
( 596) akk 11/30 km 

       ak       k 
2nd    become   RED- 2nd pl. 

 You-pl become  
 Here again Saningo has the impression that there is a “y” between the first two vowels:  [akk] 
 
( 597) kak 11/30 km 

 k       ak 
1st pl.    become 

 We become 
  

 
( 598) ak 11/30 km 

     ak 
3rd  become 

 He becomes 
  

 
( 599) 
 

taak 11/30 km 

 ta                      ak 
2nd sg. imp.              become 

 You-sg. become!  Imperative 
  

 
( 600) 
 

taa 11/30 km 

 ta                           a 
2nd sg. imp.              be 



 You-sg. be! imperative 
 The dictionary lists this form as both “be!” and “become!” 

 
( 601) 
 

ataa 11/30 km 

 a           ta    a 
1st sg.    ta     become 

 I  have become 
  

 
( 602) 
 

taa 11/30 km 

         ta  a 
3rd sg.   ta   become 

 He has become 
  

 
( 603) 
 

ara ak 11/30 km 

 a         ra                       a          ak 
1st sg.     stay put/be quiet          1st sg.      become 

 I am becoming 
 /ak/ doesn’t have a form with the present continuous suffix /ta/.   /agra/ literally means “to stay 

put” or “to be quiet”.  It can be used to mean “in the process of  “verb-ing”.  You have to be 
doing the action in that moment in order to use /agra/.   

 
( 604) 
 

ara alo 11/30 km 

 a        ra       a       lo 
1st sg.  stay put    1st sg.  go 

 I am going. 
 This is “in the process of going”.  You must be involved in the action when you say it. 

 
( 605) 
 

aloito 11/30 km 

 a        lo      ito 
1st sg.  go       present cont. 

 I am going. 
 Compare with 11.  In this case you don’t have to be involved in the action.  The form with /ito/ 

can also mean you intend to go. 
 
( 606) 
 

aata inkinedi 11/30 km 

 a ata                 in         kinedi 
1st sg.  have            fem. pl.   goats 

 I have goats 



  

 
( 607) 
 

aata apa inkinedi 11/30 km 
 

 a       ata    apa             in  kinedi 
1st sg.  have   long ago 

 I had goats. 
 There is no synthetic past for “ata”.  The present tense for plus /apa/ “long ago” is used. 

 
( 608) 
 

ara apa 11/30 km 

  
 I was 
 Again no synthetic past.  /apa/ is used. 

 
( 609) 
 

nrai   l 11/30 km 

                 e              school 
                  poss(fem) school 

 “child of school”, “student” NB: absence of determiner 
  

 
( 610) 
 

l 
ntul 

11/30 km 

  
 school 
 from German, Swahili 

 
( 611) 
 

skl 11/30 km 

  
 school 
 from English 

 
( 612) arapa  nrai l 11/30 km 

 ara            apa                nerai      l 
1st sg. be       long ago              child             of school 

 I was a student /I was a school child 
 NB: position of past tense adverb 

 
( 613) rara  apa 11/30 km 

  
 You-pl were 



 I am not sure about the tones on /apa./ 

 
( 614) ataa 11/30 km 

 a        ta   a 
1st sg.   ta    become 

 I have become 
 Notice there is no /k/ in the past, like there was in the present and the imperative. 
 
( 615) taa 11/30 km 

            ta  a 
3rd sg.     ta   become 

 He-sg. has become 
 I am not sure about tones.  We taped this paradigm in order to get a better idea of the tonal 

pattern.  2nd sg. vs. pl. and 3rd sg. vs. pl. are distinguished by tonal pattern. 
 
( 616) taa 11/30 km 

            ta   a 
2nd sg.  ta   become 

 You-sg. have become 
 Not sure about tones 

 
( 617) ktaa 11/30 km 

 k          ta    a 
1st pl.    ta    become 

 We have become 
  

 
( 618) taa 11/30 km 

  

 You-pl. have become 
 Final vowel seems longer.  Not sure about tonal pattern 

 
( 619) 
 

taa 11/30 km 

     ta   a 
3rd   ta   become 

 They have become. 
 Not sure about tones. 

 
( 620) 
 

mtaa 11/30 km 

  

 That he become (subjunctive) 
  



 
( 621) 
 

mataa 11/30 km 

  

 Let’s become!  Imperative 
  

 
( 622) 
 

antaa 11/30 km 

  

 You-pl become! Imperative 
  

 
Class 11/30 
( 623) 
 

itelekino 11/30 H 
class 

 itele-ki-no  (??) 
           * 

 it’s on it (it’s been put down?) 
 i for SA? why not ei? is this normal behavior for +ATR i-stems?  

 
 
( 624) 
 

itelekino tabu    msa 11/30 H 
class 

 itele-ki-no 
                 * 

 the book is on the table  
 tonal pattern on kitabu very  interesting (Swahili has penultimate stress)(what would acc look 

like)? 
 
( 625) 
 

tii  tabu     abori  emsa 11/30 H 
class 

 E-tii              en-    kItabu  abori    e-E-mesa 
3rd be located sg-F –book    above   F-sgF-table 

 ‘The book is on the table” 
 ATR inconsistent in book?  

above table=possessive construction; (e.g. e and tonal pattern cf ( 624) 
tii sometimes transcribed as LH, later in session as HH. 
abori: up, sky 
ATR  value for E? Is ATR harmony optional here? Sometimes clearly e, sometimes E. To be 
determined 

 



( 626) 
 

tii  tabuni     abori msa 11/30 H 
class 

 -tii              en-kitabu-ni    abori - -msa-i  
3rd be-located     sgF-book-pl      above  F-pl? table-pl 

 the books are on the table  
 Note form of  feminine plural possessive OO; where did the D of table go? Is there an additional  

nasal segment before the root mesa?  
final H on books? 

 
( 627) 
 

ndeliki   msa 11/30 H 
class 

 n-tele-ki         
imp-put- down  

 put it down on the table! 
  

 
( 628) 
 

kaji  tii tabu 
kai 

11/30 H 
class 

  
 where is the book? 
  

 
( 629) 
 

tii   umata   msa 
                    msai 

11/30 H 
class 

            above    table 
 “it is on/above the table”  
 Does not matter if there is contact or not (on or above) 

msa or emesa (see ( 625) 
 

 
( 630) 
 

ktii                n         umata   msa 
                      toki 

11/30 H 
class 

 Q-3rd be-located  anything above table 
                              thing 

 Is there anything on the table?  
 OnO looks like a negative polarity item/ related to kanyO (what)? 

 
( 631) 
 

tii toki 
    *n  

11/30 H 
class 

  
 there is something 
  

 



( 632) 
 

(k) ai natii         umata msa 
             *tii 

11/30 H 
class 

 Q what    rel-fem-be  above of-table 
 What is it that is on the table? 
 behaves like subject extraction, not object extraction 

 
Subject extraction and “relative” agreement 
( 633) 
 

kaai   (n)anapta  tort 11/30 H 
class 

                 (n)              a 
who-it-it (fem-rel)/ms-rel carry-progr Toret   

  
 NB: different subject agreement in case of subject extraction 

 
( 634) 
 

rai  nanapta  tort 
          (n) 

 11/30 H 
class 

  
 it is the child who is carrying Toret 
 feminine agreement (na) is obligatory 

 
( 635) 
 

kal  ayeni  anapta 11/30 H 
class 

  
 which boy is carrying him 
 check tones on boy (H on a is surprizing) 

 
( 636) 
 

kaa  tto   nanapta  tort 11/30 H 
class 

  
 Which girl is carrying Toret 
  

 
( 637) 
 

ra       na anapta  tort 11/30 H 
class 

 children Fem-Pl-rel-nap-ita  
 it the children that are carrying Toret 
  

 



( 638) 
 

kaka   ayookh  aanapta 11/30 H 
class 

 which  boy-pl    ms-pl-rel- carry-progr 
 Which boys are carrying him? 
  

 
 
( 639) 
 

kl   ayookh  aanapta 11/30 H 
class 

 these boys      ms-pl-rel carry-prog 
 it is these boys that are carrying him/her? 

 Tones on aa (HL) here vs H in ( 638)??) 

 
 ( 640) 
 

kaka   toye naanapta 11/30 H 
class 

 which girls    fem/pl/rel-carry-progr 
 which girls are carrying him? 

  

 
( 641) 
 

kaai napta tort 11/30 H 
class 

 who  3rd carry-progr Toret(acc) 
 ‘Who is carrying Toret” 
 typical object extraction 

 
( 642) 
 

metii     n 11/30 H 
class 

 Neg-3rd-be  anything 
 There is nothing 
 Clear e. harmony all the way up to m? 

 
( 643) 
 

metii          toki  11/30 H 
class 

 neg-3rd –be (some)thing 
 There is nothing 
  

 



( 644) 
 

etii       ndokitiin   uni 11/30 H 
class 

 3rd- be   fem-pl-toki-pl 3 
 There are three things 
 toki in ( 643) is a bare N without determiner. Any other Ns that can be used without Ds in this 

context? 
3 agrees with N in gender 
--nabo-obo agrees with N in gender  

 
½ Class (Dec. 2, 1999) + 2 elicitation sessions (Nov. 15, 1999 & Dec. 2, 1999) – Luca  
 
A REDUPLICATION EXTRAVAGANZA [*NEW!* annotated for your convenience (and perusal)!] 
 
 
( 
645) 
 

ad L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 a-d 
1st.sg-be_tall 

 I am/will be tall 
 • I assume that the initial vowel in the stem of the verb is round (see below) 

 
( 
646) 
 

d L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -d 
2nd.sg-be_tall 

 you are/will be tall 
 • here we can see that the initial vowel in the stem of the verb is round (assimilation to the 

person prefix thus applies in (645)) 
 
( 
647) 
 

dd L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -d-(?)d 
2nd.sg-be_tall-RED 

 you all are/will be tall 
 • reduplication of (part of?) the stem applies to derive the 2nd-plural form of the verb: the issue is 

whether reduplication involves the whole stem or leaves out the first vowel 
• the H vowel didn’t seem to be particularly long, which seems to point out that the initial vowel 

is not reduplicated or that it is subsequently deleted… 
• finally, notice that either the H tone on the reduplicated segment is not reduplicated, or it is 

sbsequently erased (this phenomenon will obtain almost always with suffx reduplication, I will 
not point it our all the time…) 

 
( 
648) 
 

aodoru L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 a-d-ru 



1st.sg-be_tall-fut 

 I will become tall 
 • the suffix at the end of the verb (see the grammar) originally marked future tense (or some 

related aspectual feature), now it is used in the morphology to derive verbs with the meaning of 
‘become’ 

• I assume that the [+ATR] character of the vowels in the verb is the result of backward 
harmony from the suffix 

• the initial vowel (the person prefix) seemed pretty labialized (it is interesting that the same 
effect did not arise for the initial vowel in (645): is this due to the difference in [ATR] value 
between the two forms or is it due to the different position of the H tone?)  

• finally, notice the disappearance of the H tone on the root 
 



 
( 
649) 
 

odoruru L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -d-ru-ru 
2nd.sg-be_tall-fut-RED 

 you all will become tall 
 • here what undergoes reduplication is the (future) suffix 

• the tonal pattern in this form will become very familiar: a H tone on the initial syllable and a H 
tone on the penultimate (this seems to be one of the two tonal patterns attested in the data, which 
seem to correlate nicely with the full-stem- vs. suffix-only- reduplication strategies… see the 
discussion at the end for this and an alternative analysis) 

 
( 
650) 
 

an L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -an 
2nd.sg-refuse 

 you (will) refuse it 
 • little to say about this form: our friend dental n shows up here (I have no idea on its 

distribution, though…) 
• in addition, I’m not sure whether the final V is there at all or my ear was just tricked by the 

release of the last C… 
 
( 
651) 
 

anana L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -an-ana 
2nd.sg-refuse-RED 

 you all (will) refuse it 
 • again, here the whole stem is reduplicated, with the addition (?) of a final [a] sound 

• this form displays the second tonal patter I referred to above: H tone on the first vowel of the 
stem both in the root and in the reduplicant; this pattern seems to correlate to the full-stem 
reduplication strategy (which seems to include the person prefix, too, in the reduplicant)…  

• notice that the verb in (647) seems to be an exception to this correlation, though 
 
( 
652) 
 

ar L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -ar 
2nd.sg-beat 

 you (will) beat him 
 • nothing special here, either… except for another friend whose distribution is not known to me: 

the voiceless r 
 
( 
653) 
 

arara L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -ar-ara 
2nd.sg-beat-RED 



 you all (will) beat him 
 • this reduplication follows the full-stem pattern 

 



 
( 
654) 
 

ar metwa L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -ar         m-e-twa 
2nd.sg-beat   subj-3rd.sg-die 

 you (will) kill him     (lit. you will beat him to death) 
 • I’m not sure about the status of the ‘m’: it seems to be a complementizer-like particle or a 

subjunctive marker 
• the verb ‘die’ seems to be inflected for its subject (i.e. the object of ‘beat’); we should try to 

elicit “you will kill us” 
 
( 
655) 
 

(a)ar L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 a-ar 
1st.sg-beat 

 I (will) beat him 
 • I put this here just as term of comparison for the following form 

• interestingly, Saning’o produced quite a short V at the beginning of this form: does the 1st-
singular prefix surface at all?  

 
( 
656) 
 

(a)aar L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 aa-ar 
pass(?)-beat 

 I will be beaten 
 • this form shows how passive is marked by a prefix, which is homophonous to the it-me prefix; 

however I seem to remember that in class Hilda asked for a 1st-plural form, and still the prefix 
was [aa] (but I might be wrong in recalling this), so I assume that it is a different morpheme 

• I’m not sure whether the initial vowel was just long or very long, either… 
• finally, we will see in the next form that reciprocals forms are derived in the same way as 

passives (actually, the two forms are identical) 
• I don’t know whether this form can have a reciprocal meaning at all (I speculate it cannot) 

 
( 
657) 
 

arara L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -aa-ar-ara 
2nd.sg-pass-beat-RED 

 1. you all will be beaten 
2. you all will fight    (lit. you will beat each other) 

 • this form is ambiguous between a passive and a reciprocal reading 
• the pattern of reduplication is not clear to me: it seems like the sole stem (without the person 

prefix) is reduplicated; at the same time, however, the passive morpheme seems to disappear 
(unfortunately we did not check the singular form, in which the passive morpheme may or may 
not surface) 

• possibly the person prefix does not participate in reduplication because the passive morpheme 
intervenes between the this prefix and the stem: it could be a case of opacity 



• finally, this form might provide an argument for claiming that the two tonal patterns which 
surface in reduplication are the result of some constraint which bans two H tones on consecutive 
syllables 

 
( 
658) 
 

arar L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -ar-a-r 
2nd.sg-beat-?-with 

 you will fight with him 
 • I’m not sure whether I have the right morpheme analysis for this verb: from other verbs (see 

below) it can be seen that the suffix [r] is instrumental ‘with’, so one would expect this form to 
mean ‘beat with (some object)’. However, it might be that the underlying verb root is not [ar], 
but the (reciprocal) form [aa-ar]. If this is the case, one morpheme should be added in the 
morpheme analysis of this form. (Maybe we could try to check some other forms to see whether 
the reciprocal morpheme shows up…). Notice, futhermore, than in other verbs the instrumental 
‘with’ morpeme is not [r] but [e] 

• where does the second [a] come from? 
 
( 
659) 
 

ararr L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -ar-a-r 
2nd.sg-beat-?-with-RED 

 you all will fight with him 
 • reduplication here seems to affect only the suffix 

 
( 
660) 
 

arrr L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -ar--r-r 
2nd.sg-beat-do-with-RED 

 you all will fight with him    (lit. you all will do fight with him) 

 • here I have the same qualms re: the nature of the morphology of the verb as in (658): it might 
be the case that the verb actually contains the reciprocal suffix at th underlying level 

• the interesting thing, however, is that this verb actually seems to be a verb complex: [] – 
which is some sort of verb-like guy – combines with the verb ‘beat’ and then the suffix 
combines with the whole thing 

• even in this case, only the suffix reduplicates 
 
( 
661) 
 

as L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -as 
2nd.sg-do 

 you will do it 
 • this verb is here as comparison term for the following form 

 



( 
662) 
 

as L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -as- 
2nd.sg-do-do 

 you will do it    (lit. you will do do it) 

 • this form is another example of verb complex 

 



 
( 
663) 
 

as L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -as-- 
2nd.sg-do-do-RED 

 you all will do it    (lit. you all will do do it) 

 • this form could be interpreted in two ways: either one tries to argue that the second ‘do’ is a 
suffix-like element, and thus suffix reduplication applies, or one tries to argue that the second 
‘do’ is actually the main verb in the verbal complex, and that – actually – full reduplication 
applies… I’ll leave the choice to you guys, for the moment… 

 
( 
664) 
 

asr L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -as--r 
2nd.sg-do-do-with 

 you will do it with [this object]    (lit. you willdo do it with [this object]) 

 • here we see the instrumental meaning of the suffix [r] 
 
( 
665) 
 

asrr L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -as--r-r 
2nd.sg-do-do-with-RED 

 you all will do it with [this object]    (lit. you all willdo do it with [this object]) 

 • as expected, we find the suffix reduplication pattern 

 
( 
666) 
 

ilepir L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -lep-i-r 
2nd.sg-milk-do-with 

 you will milk it with [this object]    (lit. you will do milk it with [this object]) 

 • another verbal complex… 
• notice that the ATR harmony process does not seem to affect the vowel in the suffix 

 
( 
667) 
 

ilepirr L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -lep-i-r-r 
2nd.sg-milk-do-with-RED 

 you all will milk it with [this object]    (lit. you all will do milk it with [this object]) 

 • again, only the suffix reduplicates 

 



 
( 
668) 
 

barn L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -barn 
2nd.sg-shave 

 you will shave (it?) 
 • I don’t remember (I haven’t transcribed this on my notes) whether this verb is transitive, 

(inherently) reflexive or can be both (like English ‘shave’)… we should check whether 
morphological changes correlate to these different interpretations 

 
( 
669) 
 

barnbarna L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -barn--barna 
2nd.sg-shave-RED 

 you all will shave (it?) 
 • full reduplication, here (as it seems to be the pattern for morphologically-simple verbs) 

• implicitly, I’m assuming that full reduplication is the source of the final vowel [a] 
 
( 
670) 
 

bare L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -barn-e   or   -barn-ye 
2nd.sg-shave-with 

 you will shave (it?) with [this object] 
 • I’m not sure which of the two morphological analyses above to assume here, the facts from 

reduplication (see the following form) seems to argue for the first analysis, however… (I will 
adopt it in the following) 

 
( 
671) 
 

baree L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -barn-e-e 
2nd.sg-shave-with-RED 

 you all will shave (it?) with [this object] 
 • only the suffix reduplicates 

 
( 
672) 
 

barnr L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -barn--r 
2nd.sg-shave-do-with 

 you will shave (it?) with [this object]    (lit. …you know it!) 

 • even for ‘shave with’ we can form the ‘do’-verb complex… 

 



 
( 
673) 
 

barnirr L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -barn--r-r 
2nd.sg-shave-do-with-RED 

 you all will shave (it?) with [this object]    (lit. …you know it!) 
 • …and it reduplicates as expected 

• the question, however, is whether these forms constituted by a verb complex and a suffix are 
derived by the combination of the suffixed verb and the ‘do’ verb or by first creating the ‘do’-
verb complex and then adding the suffix… the reduplication data seem to argue that this second 
is the case, but we should check what happens with suffixes than have a meaning which is – 
possibly – incompatible with a ‘do’ verb but still compatible with the meaning of the verb which 
combines with ‘do’ in the verbal complex 

 
( 
674) 
 

adm L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 a-d-m 
1st.sg-pick-up 

 I will pick it up 
 • I assume that [m] is a suffix here because of the reduplication pattern displayed by this form 

(see below) 
 
( 
675) 
 

dmta or dmta L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 a-d-m-ta 
2nd.sg-pick-up-prog 

 you will be picking it up 
 • for my assumption above to be tenable, I have to allow for the possibility of combining the 

progressive morpheme with a morphologically-complex verb (I’m not sure now whether anyone 
already underlined this – possibly obvious – fact: I don’t feel like going through the datafile 
right now… hehehe!) 

• in one of the two forms Saning’o produced there is – at surface – further rounding assimilation 
of the progressive suffix, but this could actually be the result of the possibility of applying 
epenthesis to any of the two segments which create a “bad” diphtong (if my morphological 
analysis is correct, obviously :-) 

 
( 
676) 
 

dmm L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 i-d-m-m 
2nd.sg-pick-up-RED 

 you all will pick it up 
 • this form is the justification for my assumption that [m] is a suffix 
 



 
( 
677) 
 

adm L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 a-dm 
1st.sg-jump 

 I will jump 
 • this form is just a “sparring” partner for the previous verb: notice that here I assume that this is 

a morphologically-simple verb (see the reduplication facts) 
• by the way: we did not check whether this verb is intransitive, transitive or can be both (as its 

English gloss) 
 
( 
678) 
 

ndmta L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -dm-ta 
2nd.sg-jump-prog 

 you will jump 
 • one interesting thing: in this case the form with “rounding assimilation” of the progressive 

suffix is not possible; this seems to support the idea that the alternation in (675) is due to two 
possible way of resolving a “bad” diphtong by epenthesis 

• notice the nasal resulting from the combination of the 2nd-person prefix with the root of “i-
verbs” 

 
( 
679) 
 

()ndmdm L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -dm-dm 
2nd.sg-jump-RED 

 you all will jump 
 • here full reduplication applies, thus the verb should be morphologically simple 

• I’m not sure whether the initial vowel is there or only a syllabic nasal surfaces 
 
( 
680) 
 

dme L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -d-m-e 
2nd.sg-pick-up-with 

 you will use it to pick up [something] 
 • the verb does not mean ‘you will pick it up with somewhing’, as one would (possibly) expect 

• it might be the case that the (underlying) morphological analysis is different than I assume 
here, or that the suffix [e] creates a verb which – in a sense – “displaces” the direct object of 
the verb it combines with (but the same does not seem to happen in (670))… or simply 
Saning’o’s gloss was less-than-literal…:-) 

 



 
( 
681) 
 

dmee L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -d-m-e-e 
2nd.sg-pick-up-with 

 you all will use it to pick up [something] 
 • the reduplication pattern is the expected one with morphologically-complex verbs 

• however, notice that this form provides some arguments in favor of the hypothesis the only the 
last suffix gets reduplicated 

• finally, notice the shift in the high tone from the first suffix to (the non-reduplicated instance 
of) the second 

 
( 
682) 
 

dmne L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -d-m-ne 
2nd.sg-pick-up-self(?) 

 you will get up    (lit. you will pick yourself up) 

 • I’m not sure on how to gloss the suffix: the interpretation is a reflexive one 

 
( 
683) 
 

dmnene L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -d-m-ne-ne 
2nd.sg-pick-up-self(?)-RED 

 you all will get up    (lit. you all will pick yourselves up) 

 • here, too, the high tone shifts to the right 

 
( 
684) 
 

bol L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -bol 
2nd.sg-open 

 you will open it 
 • base form to compare to the following ones… 

 
( 
685) 
 

bolbolo L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -bol-bolo 
2nd.sg-open-RED 

 you all will open it 
 • usual full-reduplication pattern… 

 



 
( 
686) 
 

bolu L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -bol-u 
2nd.sg-open-towards 

 you will open towards it 
 • …add a suffix… 

• notice the disappearance of the H tone on the root 
 
( 
687) 
 

bolulu L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -bol-u-lu 
2nd.sg-open-towards-RED 

 you all will open towards it 
 • …and the suffix-reduplication pattern results! 

• however, notice that here either one has to assume that actually the suffix is [lu] or that – in 
case of reduplication of a single vowel – the preceding consonant gets copied too (material for 
you OT-ists! :-) 

 
( 
688) 
 

boloki L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -bol-oki  
2nd.sg-open-for 

 you will open it for [someone] 
 • I don’t know whether the second [o] belongs to the suffix or is epenthetic… 

 
( 
689) 
 

bolokiki L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -bol-oki -ki 
2nd.sg-open-for-RED 

 you all will open it for [someone] 
 • …indeed it does not surface when the suffix undergoes reduplication 

 
( 
690) 
 

du L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -du 
2nd.sg-cut 

 you will cut it 
 • as usual, for comparison with the rest… 

 
( 
691) 
 

du()du L 11/15 
   & 12/2 



 -du-duu 
2nd.sg-cut-RED 

 you all will cut it 
 • here we have full reduplication (as expected) 

 
( 
692) 
 

due L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -du-e 
2nd.sg-cut-with 

 you will cut it with [this object] 
 • this is again the morpheme which was discussed in (680): here it seems to behave as expected , 

however (see (670), too) 
 
( 
693) 
 

duee L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -du-e-e 
2nd.sg-cut-with-RED 

 you all will cut it with [this object] 
 • again the H tone “shifts” to the right 

 
( 
694) 
 

dur L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -du--r 
2nd.sg-cut-do-with 

 you will cut it with [this object]    (lit. you will do cut it with [this object]) 

 • another verb complex… 

 
( 
695) 
 

durr L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -du--r-r 
2nd.sg-cut-do-with-RED 

 you all will cut it with [this object]    (lit. you will do cut it with [this object]) 
 • …which reduplicates as expected 

• this and the preceding form seem to support the hypothesis that the verb complex is formed 
first and that the suffix is added later: the suffix is indeed that which appears in other ‘do’-verb 
complexes and not the one which appears on the “bare”verb 

 
( 
696) 
 

duu L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -du-u 
2nd.sg-cut-out 

 you will cut (a portion of) it out 



 • suffixed form… 
• of two consecutive H tones only the one on the suffix seems to survive 

 



 
( 
697) 
 

duuu L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -du-u-u 
2nd.sg-cut-out-RED 

 you all will cut (a portion of) it out 
 • …(expected) reduplication 

• reduplication in this form similar to (687): part of the root is copied along to support the copied 
vowel (?) 

 
( 
698) 
 

duo L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -du-o 
2nd.sg-cut-away 

 you will cut it away 
 • another suffixed form… 

• the H tone on the root seems (again) to disappear 
 
( 
699) 
 

duoo L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -du-o-o 
2nd.sg-cut-away-RED 

 you all will cut it away 
 • …and the usual reduplication pattern 

• the last [o], however, was shorter than one would possibly expect 
• even for this form the issue discussed for the reduplication taking place in (687) should be 

raised 
 
( 
700) 
 

dan L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -dan  
2nd.sg-break 

 you will break it 
 • comparison term for the following forms… 

 
( 
701) 
 

dandana L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -dan -dan a 
2nd.sg-break-RED 

 you all will break it 
 • (expected) full reduplication 

 



 
( 
702) 
 

dana L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -dan -a 
2nd.sg-break-intr 

 you all will break    (intransitive) 

 • the morpheme [a] derives the intransitive form of a transitive verb 
• again the H tone on the stem disappears 

 
( 
703) 
 

danana L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -dan -a-n a 
2nd.sg-break-intr-RED 

 you all will break    (intransitive) 

 • the reduplication pattern is the suffix-only one 
• and again see the discussion of (687) 

 
( 
704) 
 

r L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -r 
2nd.sg-split 

 you will split it 
 • another example to show the productivity of the “intransitivizing” morpheme 

 
( 
705) 
 

rr L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -r-r 
2nd.sg-split-RED 

 you all will split it 
 • full reduplication with morphologically-simple verbs 

 
( 
706) 
 

ra L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -r-a 
2nd.sg-split-intr 

 you will split (in two parts)    (intransitive) 

 • compare with the transitive form in (704) 
• again the H tone on the root disappears 

 
( 
707) 
 

raa L 11/15 
   & 12/2 

 -r-a-a 



2nd.sg-split-intr-RED 

 you all will split (in two groups)    (intransitive) 

 • the reduplication pattern is the expected one for morphologically-complex verbs 

 
 
Borrowings in Maasai 
Borrowed words enter into Maasai through Swahili; the examples below are all Ns. We need to get 
nominative forms for these nouns.  

Swahili always has penultimate stress: watch what happens with tones in Maasai! Swahili has noun class 
prefixes. 

 
( 708) 
 

eredyo    radio    12/2     
MT 

 en-redyo 
 s.fem-radio 

(check nominative) 
SW rdi (both singular and plural). It goes in the n/n class (9/10). Many borrowed 

words go into this class. 
 
( 709) 
 

redyo                            radios (check ATR) 12/2     
MT 

 n-redyo- 
 pl.fem-radio-pl 
 remark the tonal pattern: high spreads to the right?  

 
(3) 
 

eredyo      torono         12/2     
MT 

 The radio   bad 
check The radio is bad 
 oups: translation: shouldn’t this be a bad radio? 

 
(4) 
 

redyo     toro-ko  

 Radios       bad-pl     
check The radios are bad 
  

 
 



(5) 
 

tanapa trt eredyo 12/2     
MT 

 -t-anap-a  trt eredyo 
 3rd-pst-carry-a  toret radio 
 Toret carried a radio (check tones on Toret) 
 
 
(6) 
 

tanapa trt redyo 12/2     
MT 

 -t-anap-a        trt    n-redyo- 
 3rd -pst-carry-a   toret     pl.fem-radio-pl 
 Toret carried  radios 
 
 
(7) 
 

tanapa           trt    redyo      torok 12/2     
MT 

 -t-anap-a       toret    n-radio-    toro-k 
 3rd -pst-carry-a   toret    pl.fem-redyo-pl   toro-pl 
 Toret carried bad radios 
 
 
(8) 
 

arm         car    tones: l h hl 12/2     
MT 

 n-ari-m 
 s. fem-car-sg.suffix? 
SW  ari  

This noun goes in the ø/ji (sg) and ma-(pl) class i.e ø,ji/ma class (5/6) 
 

 
(9) 
 

arm                       cars   tones: l l h hl                         12/2     
MT 

 n-ari-m-i 
 Pl.fem-car-?-pl 

SW maari 
 
(10) 
 

-baskl  “bicycle” 12/2     
MT 

 n-baskl 
 s.fem-bicycle 
SW baisikli (both in singular and plural). (n/n class -9/10) 
 



(11) 
 

baskln                        bicycles watch the tones! 12/2     
MT 

 n-baskl-n 
 Pl.fem-bicycle-pl. 

  

 
(12) 
 

lr    “lorry”  tones: l h l 12/2     
MT 

 l-lr 
 s.msc-lorry 
SW lri  (ø,ji/ma class) 
 
(13) 
 

lr                                lorries tones: l h hl 12/2     
MT 

 l-lr- 
 pl.msc-lorry-pl 

SW malri 
 
(14) 
 

msa    “table 12/2     
MT 

 n-msa  
 

 Sg.fem-table 
SW mza (n/n class) (Masai has no z) 
 
(15) 
 

msa                                 tables..   l h hl  12/2     
MT 

 n-msa- 
 pl.fem-table-pl 

  

 
(16) 
 

a r-kalam   “pen” 12/2     
MT 

 ar-kalam 
 s.msc-pen 
SW kalamu (n/n class) 
 



( 17) 
 

rkalamn                         pens  12/2     
MT 

 r-kalam-n 
 pl.msc-pen-pl 
  

 
( 18) 
 

l/ntl   “school” 12/2     
MT 

 n-l 
 Sg.fem-school 

SW ul (ji/ma class or n/n class). Thus the plural can be ul or maul 
 
(19) 
 

njl                               schools 12/2     
MT 

 n-l- 
 pl.fem-school-pl 

SW ul or maul 
 
 
( 20) 
 

sukul    “school” 12/2     
MT 

SW Skuli (from English while ul is from German). It goes in the n/n class in 
Swahili. Skuli is predominantly used in coastal areas and islands while shule is 
used on the mainland. No plural in Maasai. 

 tones? 

  

 
( 21) 
 

alda rasa   “class” 12/2     
MT 

 al-darasa 
 s.msc-class 
SW darasa (ji/ma class) 
 
( 22) 
 

rdarasani 12/2     
MT 

 r-darasa-ni 
 pl.msc-class-pl 

SW madarasa 
 



( 23) 
 

nnma   “iron”   12/2     
MT 

 n-chma 
 s.fem-iron  
SW chuma1 (ki/vi class (7/8) like itabu) 
  
   
( 24) 
 

njmai                             iron (pl)          12/2     
MT 

 n-chma-i 
 Pl.fem-iron-pl 

SW vyuma 
 
(25) 
 

kmb   “cup” 12/2     
MT 

 n-kkmb 
 s.fem-cup 
SW kikmb (ki/vi class) 
 
( 26) 
 

kmbn                       cups 12/2     
MT 

 n-kkmb-n 
 pl.fem-cup-pl 
SW vikmb 
 
( 27) 
 

jk   “iron spoon” 12/2     
MT 

 n-kjk 
 s.fem-iron spoon 
SW kijiko (ki/vi class) 
 
( 28) 
 

jkn                           iron spoons 12/2     
MT 

 n-kjk-n 
 pl.fem-iron spoon-pl 
SW Vijiko 

 
 

                                                           
1 ch=t 



( 29) 
 

ardas   “paper” 12/2     
MT 

 n-kardas 
 s.fem-paper 
SW karatasi (n/n or ji/ma class) 
 
( 30) 
 

ardasn                           papers 12/2     
MT 

 n-kardas-n 
 Pl.fem-paper-pl 
SW karatasi 
 
( 31) 
 

mbcha                                 picture 12/2     
MT 

 n-pcha 
 s.fem-picture 
SW picha (n/n class) 
 
( 32) 
 

mbcha 12/2     
MT 

 n-picha- 
 pl.fem-picture-pl 
SW picha  
 
( 33) 
 

alchati    “shirt” 12/2     
MT 

 al-chati 
 

 s.msc-shirt 
 

SW ati (ji/ma class) 
 
( 34) 
 

lchatii                              shirts 12/2     
MT 

 l-chati-i 
 pl.masc-shirt-pl (check tonal pattern expected l hhl, not l lhl) 
SW mashati 
 



( 35) 
 

rsrpal   “pant” 12/2     
MT 

 r-srpal 
 

 s.msc-pant 
 

SW suruali (n/n class) 
 
( 36) 
 

rspaln                           pants 12/2     
MT 

 r-spal-n 
 

 pl.msc-pant-pl 
 

SW suruali 
 
( 37) 
 

sm    “telephone” 12/2     
MT 

 n-sm 
 s.fem-telephone 
SW simu (n/n class) 
 
( 38) 
 

sm                               telephones 12/2     
MT 

 n-sm- 
 pl.fem-telephone-pl 
SW simu 
 
( 39) 
 

mbkpk   “motorcycle 
Another word for motorcycle is ndktk. Both words are onomatopeic. 
 

12/2     
MT 

 n-pkpk 
 s.fem-motorcycle 
SW pikipiki (n/n class) 
 
( 40) 
 

mbkpn 12/2     
MT 

 n-pkpk-n 
 pl.fem-motorcycle-pl 
SW pikipiki 
 



( 41) 
 

r-mkat   “bread”   12/2     
MT 

 r-mkat 
 

 s.msc-bread 
 

SW mkat (m/mi class i.e m- (sg) and mi- (pl) 
 
( 42) 
 

rmkatn 12/2     
MT 

 r-mkat-n 
 Pl.msc-bread-pl 
SW mikat 
 
( 43) 
 

rml   “uncooked rice” 12/2     
MT 

 r-ml 
 

 s.msc-uncooked rice 
SW mchl (the nasal is syllabic) 

(Its plural is used very occasionally and it is considered colloquial. The noun falls into m/mi 
class). All nouns starting with a bilabial nasal m-take mi- in plural if they are not +animate  
(hence the m/mi class). If they are +animate, they take wa- in their plural forms (m/wa- class). 
Saningo says in Maasai the plural is used frequently.  

  
 
( 44) 
 

rmln                      uncooked rice (pl) 12/2     
MT 

 r-ml-n 
 pl.msc-uncooked rice-pl 
SW michl 
 
(45) 
 

armachuwai  “orange” 12/2     
MT 

 ar-machuwa-i 
 s.msc-orane-s.suffix? 
SW chuwa (ji/ma class). Many fruit names go into this class. 

Maasai borrowing based on plural Swahili form) 
 



( 46) 
 

rmachuwa   “oranges” 12/2     
MT 

 r-machuwa 
 pl.msc-oranes 
SW machuwa 
 
( 47) 
 

armamb   “mango” 12/2     
MT 

 ar-mamb- 
 sg.msc-mango-sg.suffix? 
SW mb (ji/ma- class).  
 
 
( 48) 
 

rmamb   “mangoes”  12/2     
MT 

 r-mamb 
 pl.msc-mangoes 
SW mamb 
 
( 49) 
 

r    “soldier” 12/2     
MT 

 r- 
 s.msc-army 
SW mwanaji 

The Swahili word “mwana” is actually a compound noun: mwana  “son” and  i  “army”. 
Literally “mwanai” is the son of the army. Since it starts with m-and it is [+animate], its 
plural is wa- (m/wa class) 

 
( 50) 
 

rjii                               soldiers 12/2     
MT 

 r-ji-i 
 pl.msc-army-pl 
SW wanaji 
 
( 51) 
 

skr    “police” NB: tonal pattern 12/2     
MT 

 r-skr 
 s.msc-police 
SW askari (from Arabic) n/n class or ji/ma class 
 



( 52) 
 

skrn                              police (pl) 12/2     
MT 

 r-skr-n 
 pl.msc-police-pl 
SW askari/maaskari 
 
( 53) 
 

r-pls   “police” 12/2     
MT 

 r-pls 
 s.msc-police 
SW plisi (from English)- n/n class 
 
 
( 54) 
 

rpls                                 police (pl) 12/2     
MT 

 r-pls- 
 pl.msc-police-pl 
SW plisi 
 
( 55) 
 

ar-karani   “attendant/secretary” 12/2     
MT 

 ar-karani 
 s.msc-attendant/secretary 
SW karani (ji/ma class) 
 
( 56) 
 

rkaranini 12/2     
MT 

 r-karani-ni 
 pl.msc-secretary/attendant-pl 
SW makarani 
 
 
( 57) 
 

armalimui   “teacher” 12/2     
MT 

 ar-malimui 
 s.msc-teacher 
SW mwalimu (m/wa class) 
 
 



( 58) 
 

rmalimuni 12/2     
MT 

 r-malimu-ni 
 Pl.msc-teacher-pl 
SW waalimu 
 
( 59) 
 

rbks    “box”  12/2     
MT 

 r-bks 
 s.msc-box 
SW boksi (ji/ma class) 

I didn’t get the plural. 
 
 
(710) tabu M 12/2 

 n-ktabu 
f.s.-book 

 a book 

 This is the citation accusative case.  Note that the nominative has a H on the first stem syllable. 

 
 
(711) t msa M 12/2 

 -t          n-msa 
3-be located f.s.-table 

 There is a table. 
 Note that the // in t may be +ATR.  This was confusing throughout.   Note that the singular 

and plural of table differ in tones. 
 
(712) t mmsa M 12/2 

 -t           n-msa 
3-be located  f.p.-table 

 There are tables. 
 Note that the singular and plural of table differ in tones. 

 
(713) t msa sdai M 12/2 

 -t          n-msa    sda-i 
3-be located f.s.-table   nice-s. 

 There is a nice table. 
  

 
(714) tanapa msa s!d!ai M 12/2 

 ta-     nap- a n-msa s!d!a-i 
imp.s.-carry-a  f.s.-table  nice-  s 



 Carry the nice table! 
 There is a change in tone for the adjective between the nominative in (713 ) and the accusative 

here.  Thus, the adjective is agreeing with the case of the noun.  We think the tones on s!d!ai are 
the same on both syllables, but downstepped.   

 
 
(715) t msa n!ad M 12/2 

 -t          n-msa    n!a-      d 
3-be located f.s.-table   rel(f.s.)-red 

 There is a red table. 
 Note that red, which is a  “verbal” adjective, has the shape of a subject relative clause (na agree 

with the head of the relative) .  The downstep on n!ad may be the result of the falling tone on 

msa which can be seen in (713).     
 
(716) t mmsai sdan M 12/2 

 -t           n-msa-i sda-n 
3-be located  f.p.-table-i  nice-p 

 These are nice tables. 
 Are the tones mis-transcribed for t ?  Note that nice is in the plural and agrees with tables in 

number and case, but not in gender. 
 
(717) tanapa mmsa sdan M 12/2 

 ta-     nap- a m-msa- sda-n 
imp.s.-carry-a f.p.-table-  i  nice-p 

 Carry the nice tables! 
 Like (714), the tones on sdan show case agreement with the noun.   
 
(718) t mmsa naad M 12/2 

 -t          m-msa- naa-d 
3-be located f.p.-table- i  rel(f.p.)-red 

 There are red tables. 
 The final low tone in mmsa may not be a true L, but it is lower than the high tone.  Note the 

length difference for the plural relative, and the tone difference for the plural of red, compared to 
(715). 

 
(719) t sdan M 12/2 

 -t          n- sda-n 
3-be located f.p.-nice-p 

 There are nice ones. (f) 
 Note the addition of the feminine plural prefix onto sdan due to the silent head noun.  This form 

would be the same in both masculine and feminine because the /l/ from the masculine plural prefix 
would not be pronounced before an /s/. 
   

 



(720) t sdai M 12/2 

 -t          n-sda-i 
3-be located f.s.-nice-s. 

 There is a nice one. (f) 
  

 
(721) t sdai M 12/2 

 -t          l-sda-i 
3-be located f.s.-nice-s. 

 There is a nice one. (m) 
  

 
(722) t nnaad M 12/2 

 -t          n- naa-     d 
3-be located f.p.-rel(f.p.)-red 

 There are red ones. (f) 
 The “verbal” adjectives occurs in a relative clause structure. 

 
(723) t lld M 12/2 

 -t          l-    l-      d 
3-be located m.p.-rel(m.p.)-red 

 There are red ones. (m) 
 Note that the masculine plural relative marker also is lengthened (see (718)).  Saningo did actually 

whistle a low tone on the  l (i.e. syllabic l) . 
 

 
(724) t nad M 12/2 

 -t          n-na-       d 
3-be located f.s.-rel(f.s.)-red 

 There is a red one. (f) 
  

 
(725) et ld M 12/2 

 e-t          l-   l-       d 
3-be located m.s.-rel(m.s.)-red 

 There is a red one (m) 
 Also elicited the following forms: lrk, “black one” and lbr, “white one”. 
 
(726) et mmsa sdan naad M 12/2 

 e-t           n-msa- sda-n naa-    d 
3-be located  f.p.-table-i  nice-p. rel(f.p.)-red 

 There are nice red tables. 



 Not sure of the tones for  naad, but the tones on the adjectives seem to be more or less the same 
as they (716) and (718), but the tones for table are different than what we have seen before.  Note 
that the adjective order reads the same as the English. 

 
 
(727) et mmsa naad sdan M 12/2 

 e-t           n- msa- naa-    d   sda-n 
3-be located  f.p.-table- i  rel(f.p.)-red   nice-p 

 There are red nice tables. 
 The tones on the adjectives are basically the same as those in (726). 

 
(728) et sdan naad M 12/2 

 e-t           n- sda-n  naa-     d 
3-be located  f.p.-nice-p   rel(f.p.)-red 

 There are nice red ones. 
 Note that the gender pre-fix (D) indicating the deleted head noun only appears on the first 

adjective (as expected).  The adjectives do not have the same tones as in (726). 
 
(729) et nnaad sdan M 12/2 

 e-t           n- naa-    d   sda-n 
3-be located  f.p.-rel(f.p.)-red  nice-p. 

 There are red nice ones. 
 Note that the gender pre-fix indicating the deleted head noun only appears on the first adjective.  

The adjectives do not have the same tones as in (727).  But the tones are the same as in (728). 
 
( 
730) 
 

knai n nanapta resoi MB 
 12/2 

 k n  ai  n      na         nap    ta     resoi 
Q  his  who   goat     fem.agr.sing.  carry  progr   Resoy-subject    

 Whose goat is Resoy carrying? 

 The possessed noun has to be carried to sentence initial position together with the wh-possessive. 
Saningo doesn't like the order where "engine" appears at the end of the sentence. Note that the 
verb agrees in number and gender with the possessed noun (object agreement). 
NB: order his who-i goat versus DP order goat D-his (Q-his is who the goat…? 

 
 
( 
731) 
 

knai n nanapta toret MB 
 12/2 

 k n  ai  n      na              nap    ta          toret 
Q  his  who   goat     fem.agr.sing.  carry  progr      Toret-subject 

 Whose goat is Toret carrying? 
 Changing the subject's gender does not affect the marking on the verb. 

 
( 732) 
 

kolai oldia anapta toret MB 
 12/2 



 k  ole  ai   oldia        a              nap    ta          toret 
Q  his  who   dog     masc.agr.sing.  carry  progr      Toret-subject 

 Whose dog is Toret carrying? 
 The possessive pronoun agrees in gender with the possessed noun. The agreement on the verb is 

different here because the gender of the possessed noun is masculine. (Check the quality of the 
first vowel of the verb.) 

 
( 733) 
 

konai nd naanapta toret MB 
 12/2 

 k on ai    nd   naa       nap  ta          toret 
Q  his       who      goats        fem.pl.   carry  progr      Toret-subject 

 Whose goats is Toret carrying? 
 The possessive pronoun agrees in number and gender with the possessed noun.  Note that the 

object agreement marker on the verb has changed here to [naa] for the feminine plural.  
 
( 734) 
 

krkolai ldan aanapta toret MB 
 12/2 

 k rkol   ai     ldan         aa       nap    ta          toret 
Q  his       who      goats        masc.pl.   carry  progr      Toret-subject 

 Whose dogs is Toret carrying? 
 Note that the object agreement marker on the verb has changed here to [aa] for the masculine 

plural.  
 
( 735) 
 

atada tok natanapa toret MB 
 12/2 

 a  ta    da    tok    na         ta    nap    a       toret 
I  past   saw      woman     fem.sing   past  carry  past     Toret-object 

 I saw the woman who carried Toret 
 Check the tones on "carried". Relative clauses seem to work like possessive questions regarding 

the verb marking: the verb shows agreement with the head noun in number and gender. 
 
( 736) 
 

atada tok natanapa toret MB 
 12/2 

 a  ta    da      tok    na           ta    nap    a       toret 
I  past   saw      woman     fem.sing   past  carry  past     Toret-subj 

 I saw the woman who Toret carried 
 Note that the only difference between this sentence and the previous one is the tone on Toret. 

 
( 737) 
 

atada ol atanapa toret MB 
 12/2 

 a  ta    da       ol           a           ta    nap    a       toret 
I  past   saw         man     masc.sing   past  carry  past     Toret-obj. 

 I saw the man who carried Toret 
 Check whether the first vowel of the embedded verb is [a]. 

 
( 738) 
 

atada ol atanapa toret MB 
 12/2 



 a  ta    da       ol           a           ta    nap    a       toret 
I  past   saw         man     masc.sing   past  carry  past     Toret-subj. 

 I saw the man who Toret carried 
  

 
( 739) 
 

atada ndoye naatanapa toret MB 
 12/2 

 a  ta    da        ndoye     naa       ta    nap    a       toret 
I  past   saw          girls       fem.pl   past  carry  past     Toret-obj. 

 I saw the girls who carried Toret 
 The embedded verb has feminine plural marking to agree with the head noun "girls". 

 
( 740) 
 

atada ndoye naatanapa toret MB 
 12/2 

 a  ta    da        ndoye     naa       ta    nap    a       toret 
I  past   saw          girls       fem.pl   past  carry  past     Toret-subj. 

 I saw the girls who Toret carried 
 The only difference between this sentence and the previous one is the tone on Toret. 

 
( 741) 
 

atada layok aatanapa resoi MB 
 12/2 

 a  ta    da        layok        aa       ta    nap    a       resoi 
I  past   saw         boys       masc.pl   past  carry  past     Resoy-obj. 

 I saw the boys who carried Resoy 
 Note the difference in the embedded verb marking: it's masculine plural to agree with the head 

noun. 
 
( 742) 
 

atada tok nata oldia MB 
 12/2 

 a  ta    da    tok       na         tua    oldia 
I  past   saw      woman     fem.sing   died   dog 

 I saw the woman whose dog died 
 Check tone on "dog". 

 
( 743) 
 

tua  oldia MB 
 12/2 

     tua  oldia 
3rd     died  dog   

 The dog died 
 The verb "die" probably comes from the noun death [tua] 

 
( 744) 
 

atada ol  twa oldia MB 
 12/2 

 a  ta    da      ol                      twa    oldia 
I  past   saw      man     masc.sing   died   dog 



 I saw the man whose dog died 
 Check the quality of the penultimate sound on "died": is it a vowel or a glide?. 

NB: extraction out of subject DP 
 
( 745) 
 

atada (i)layok  twata oldia MB 
 12/2 

 a  ta    da     (i)layok             twa  ta    oldia 
I  past   saw      boys         masc.pl   died   ta?   dog 

 I saw the boys whose dog died. 
 Note the reduplication on the embedded verb even though it's not 2nd plural. 

Not clear it is repulication; ta suffix that occurs in the plural with stative 
verbs? But then plural agreement triggered by possessor? cf contrast with ( 
744) is number of possessor???  

 
( 746) 
 

atada (i)layok  twata ildiain l MB 
 12/2 

 a  ta    da     (i)layok             twa  ta    ildiain  l 
I  past   saw      boys         masc.pl   died   ta?   dogs       their 

 I saw the boys whose dogs died 
 NB:  a resumptive personal pronoun [lene]  (i.e. their dogs) to make the meaning clearer. We 

couldn't establish whether the sentence becomes ambiguous without the pronoun (in this example 
or the previous ones).  

 
( 747) 
 

atada  ndoye naatwata  oldia l MB 
 12/2 

 a  ta    da     ndoye       naa        twa  ta    oldia    l 
I  past   saw      girls         fem.pl      died   ta?   dog       their 

 I saw the girls whose dog died 
  

 
( 748) 
 

mburra MB 
 12/2 

 m          burra 
fem.sing    cat 

 Cat 
 Maasai girls/women usually have cats, not dogs, for pets 

 
( 749) 
 

mburrai MB 
 12/2 

 m          burra  i 
fem.pl.    cat     pl. 

 Cats 
  

 



( 750) 
 

tanapa 12/7 km 

 ta       nap     a 
imp.   carry   V suffix  

 You-sg. carry him!    imperative 

  

 
( 751) 
 

tanapa yook 12/7 km 

 ta      nap     a             yook 
imp.  carry  V suffix    us 

 You-sg. carry us!     imperative 

 What I transcribed as a mid tone may be a lowered high because of the phrase final position.  
The tone was higher than the previous low.   

 
( 752) 
 

mnap 12/7 km 

 m     nap               / m                nap 
neg.   carry                 neg.  2nd sg.   carry 

 You-sg. don’t carry him!  imperative 

 It is unclear to me if the /m/ is just the negative morpheme or if it is a combination of the 
negative morpheme + the 2nd sg. subject clitic:  /m + /.  If the subject clitic is present this form 
differs from the present only in the tonal pattern.  

 
( 753) 
 

mnap 12/7 km 

 m            nap 
neg.   3rd sg.  carry 

 He will not carry it. 

  

 
( 754) 
 

mnap yook 12/7 km 

  
 You-sg. don’t carry us!  imperative 

  

 
( 755) 
 

andanap nine 12/7 km 

 an        ta               nap    nine 
2nd pl.  imperative   carry   him 

 You-pl carry him!  imperative 

  

 



( 756) 
 

andanap ninde 12/7 km 

 an       ta      nap     ninde 
2nd pl.  imp.  carry    them 

 You-pl carry him! 

 The /d/ in /ninde/ sounded like a dental fricative.   

 
( 757) 
 

andanap yook 12/7 km 

 an          ta       nap    yook 
you-pl    imp.   carry   us 

 You-pl carry us!  imperative 

  

 
( 758) 
 

mnapnapa   nine 12/7 km 

 m       nap          nap    a 
neg.   carry           RED    stem vowel 

 You-pl don’t carry him!  imperative 

 Notice that the reduplicated form always ends with the stem vowel of the verb. 

 
( 759) 
 

matanap 12/7 km 

 ma       ta      nap 
1st sg.   imp.  carry 

 Let’s carry it!  imperative 

  

 
( 760) 
 

mknap 12/7 km 

 m      k       nap 
neg.   1st pl.   carry 

 Let’s not carry him!  imperative. 

 • Negative imperative is again made up of the negative morpheme and the present form of 
the verb. 

• HLL tonal pattern differs from the LLH pattern of the negative of the 1st pl. present 
(compare with 13). 

 
( 761) 
 

mknap 12/7 km 

 m        k                                        nap 
neg.   2nd sg. subject – 1st sg. object    carry 

 You-sg. don’t carry me!  imperative 

 This form is identical to 11.  The HLL pattern of the imperative is maintained even though there 
is ambiguity between the forms in 11 and 12. 

 



( 762) 
 

mknap 12/7 km 

 m     k       nap 
neg.  1st pl.   carry 

 We will not carry. 

 LLH tonal pattern in the present.  Compare with 11 which differs only in tone.. 

 
( 763) 
 

tiaka alayeni pee mnap 12/7 km 

         tiaka   alayeni   pee                       m            nap 
3rd sg.  told       the boy     subjunctive marker     neg.   3rd sg.  carry 

 She told the boy not to carry it. 

 • One form o f the subjunctive is pee + finite verb (in this case the present – which actually 
may be a tenseless form of the verb). 

• The negative marker is still a phonological clitic on the verb.   
• We should check what forms are possible after /pee/:  i.e. Is the past or present continuous 

possible? 
 
( 764) 
 

tiaka alayeni  mtanapa 12/7 km 

         tiaka  alayeni   m                                  ta nap   a 
3rd sg.  told      the boy   3rd sg subjunctive/ imperative    ta  carry  V suffix 

 She told the boy to carry it. 

 • This is the second type of subjunctive and it resembles the imperative.  
• 3rd sg. subjunctive:  me + ta + root + V suffix. 
• This 3rd sg. subjunctive always has a LHLL tonal pattern (see 11/16 km elicitation). 

 
( 765) 
 

tiaka alayeni pee nap 12/7 km 

       tiaka  alayeni   pee                         nap 
3rd sg. told    the boy     subjunctive marker 3rd sg. carry 

 She told the boy to carry it. 

 This form confirms that the two types of subjunctive are interchangeable in this case. (Compare 
with 15) 

 
( 766) 
 

mmtanapa 12/7 km 

  
  

 • You cannot combine the /m/ negative morpheme with this form of the 
subjunctive/imperative.  This suggests a co-occurrence restriction on the combination of the 
negative morpheme /m/ and the morpheme /ta/(See notes).   

• Only the /pee/  type subjunctive can co-occur with /m/ 
 



( 767) 
 

mboto 12/7 km 

 i          ipot   o 
2nd sg.  call     V suffix 

 You-sg. call! 

 • The 2nd sg. subject clitic may be present because the /i/ vs. syllabic nasal alternation occurs 
in the 2nd sg.  

 
( 768) 
 

mboto  yook 12/7 km 

  
 You-sg. call us!  imperative 

  

 
( 769) 
 

mimbot 12/7 km 

 mi      ipot 
neg.      2nd sg. call 

 You-sg. don’t call him! imperative 

 • Again, neg. + finite verb in present. 
• The verb is not an imperative form because it doesn’t end in the V suffix which occurs in 

the imperative.( see 19) 
• /mi/ participates in ATR harmony. 

 
( 770) 
 

 mikimbot 12/7 km 

 mi        ki                                   ipot 
neg.  2nd sg. subj. – 1st sg. obj.      call 

 You-sg. don’t call me!  imperative 

 • Notice the position of the subject – object clitic with respect to the negative morpheme and 
the verb.   

• HHL tonal pattern (all other imperatives had a HLL pattern). 
 
( 771) 
 

mbotoki 12/7 km 

 i           ipot  o               ki 
2nd sg.   call   V suffix   2nd sg. subj.- 1st sg. obj. 

 You-sg. call me!  imperative 

 • I heard HMML tonal pattern.   
• Compare the position of the subject object clitic in 21 and 22. 

 
( 772) 
 

tanapaki 12/7 km 

 ta       nap    a             ki 
imp.   carry  V suffix   2nd sg. subject – 1st sg. object 

 You-sg. carry me! imperative 

 HMML tonal pattern 

 



( 773) 
 

embotoki 12/7 km 

 en                     ipot   o      ki 
2nd pl. imp.       call   V     suffix   you-me 

 You-pl. call me! 

 • I am not sure about ATR for the initial vowel.  Could be –ATR. 
• HMML tonal pattern.  Compare with 27. 

 
( 774) 
 

mbotoki 12/7 km 

 i            ipot  o    ki 
2nd sg.  call   V    suffix  you-me 

 You-sg. call me!  imperative. 

 HMML tonal pattern.  Compare with 27. 

 
 
( 775) 
 

mbotipoto 12/7 km 

 i            ipot  ipot    o 
2nd pers  call   RED  stem vowel 

 You-pl will call him. 

 It is interesting that the nasal variant for the 2nd person sg. is not reduplicated:  * mbotimboto.  
The reduplicant also differs in voicing: /b/ vs. /p/ 

 
( 776) 
 

mbotoki 12/7 km 

 i           ipot      o    ki 
2nd sg.   call       V    suffix  applied morpheme 

 You-sg. call him to it. 

 HLLH tonal pattern: Compare with 24 and 25. 

 
( 777) 
 

mikimbotipoto 12/7 km 

 mi      ki          ipot  ipot     o 
neg.  you-me  call   RED  stem vowel 

 You-pl don’t call me!  imperative. 

 • HHHHHL tonal pattern.  Compare with 21 which has a HL pattern.(instead of typical 
HLLL) and 26 which has the same pattern. 

 
( 778) 
 

ndaki  matanapa 12/7 km 

 ndaki      ma                    ta     nap     a 
let me     1st pers subj.     ta    carry   V suffix 

 Let me carry it! 

 1st sg. subjunctive is very similar to 1st pl. imperative.  They differ in tonal pattern.  1st. sg. 
LLHL – 1st. pl. HLLL.  The 1st sg. has a V suffix and the 1st pl. does not. 

 



( 779) 
 

ndaki maipoto 12/7 km 

 ndaki          ma  ipot   o 
let me         1st pers subj.   call  V suffix 

 Let me call!   

  

 
( 780) 
 

maipoto 12/7 km 

 ma                            ipot    o 
1st pers imperative   call      V suffix 

 Let’s call him!  imperative 

 • I think that a comparison of  29, 30 and 31 show that the forms for the subjunctive and 
imperative are the same. 

• The 1st sg. and 1st pl. subjunctive/imperative differ only in tonal pattern:  HHHL vs. HLL 
• Note that the 1st pers. plural imperative does not show the /i/ syllabic nasal alternation that 

is present in the 2nd imperative and the 2nd sg. and 1st pl. of the present. 
 
( 781) 
 

mikimbot 12/7 km 

 mi      ki      ipot 
neg.  1st sg. call 

 Let’s not call him!  imperative 

 The verb is now in the present and there is a stem initial nasal in the 1st pers. pl.. 

 
( 782) 
 

taa sidai 12/7 km 

 ta                     a       sidai 
imperative      be     nice/prosperous 

 Be prosperous!  imperative 

 I heard the H tones on /sidai/ as downstepped. 

 
( 783) 
 

tdai 12/7 km 

 ta               da     
imperative   happy   reflexive? 

 You-sg be happy!  imperative 

 • The vowel of /ta/ completely assimilates to the vowels in –ATR stems. 
• I am not sure about the final vowel.  I think that it may be a reflexive morpheme. 

 
( 784) 
 

andaa  sidan 12/7 km 

 an                            ta   a 
2nd pl. imperative    ta   be 

 You-pl be nice!  imperative 

 Here again the H tones on /sidan/ seemed downstepped. 

 



( 785) 
 

mak trrn 12/7 km 

 m                ak          torrono 
neg.   2nd sg.   be/become  bad 

 You-sg. don’t be bad!  imperative 

 I didn’t actually transcribe the ATR value for /torrono/.  The dictionary says –ATR.  This needs 
to be confirmed. 

 
( 786) 
 

makk  trrk 12/7 km 

 m       ak          k      trrk 
neg.  2nd pers.  be  RED    bad 

 You-pl don’t be bad!  imperative 

  

 
( 787) 
 

tpda 12/7 km 

 ta pd a 
ta  brave  V suffix 

 You-sg. be brave! imperative 

 the /d/ is present in the nominal form “braveness” (40) but non in the stative verb (39) 

 
( 788) 
 

p 12/7 km 

            p 
2nd sg.  brave 

 You are brave. 

 Compare with 38 

 
( 789) 
 

pdan 12/7 km 

  

 Braveness 

 Noun related to the verb /ap/ 
Compare with 38 and 39. 

 
( 790) 
 

d 12/7 km 

          d 
3rd sg.  red 

 It is red. 

 I transcribed different tones for the same form in the 11/02 KN elicitation (37) 

 



( 791) 
 

tdr 12/7 km 

 ta dr   
ta  red V suffix 

 You-sg. be red! imperative 

 Doesn’t make much sense but grammatically possible. 

 
( 792) 
 

ndrn 12/7 km 

  

 Redness 

 Here is another noun related to a stative verb.  The /r/ present in the imperative is also present in 
the noun “redness”. 
In the 11/02 KN elicitation session I transcribed this word as /ndran/(43).  There must be 
rounding harmony in the last syllable. 

 
( 793) 
 

nddr 12/7 km 

  

 You make it red! 

 I am not sure about the meaning of 44 and 45. 

 
( 794) 
 

nddr 12/7 km 

  

 You all make it red. 

 Not sure about the meaning. 

 
( 795) 
 

tiaka rsoi alayeni mtndai 12/7 km 

  

 Resoi told the boy to be happy. 

 LHLL tonal pattern for the 3rd sg. subjunctive. 

 
( 796) 
 

tiaka rsoi alayeni mtpda 12/7 km 

  

 Resoi told the boy to be brave. 

  

 
 
 
 


